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I .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
A. SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The Lead Belt area of southeast Missouri, which is nearly 
40 km. long and 10 km. wide, is  considered, at the present time, the 
most important lead d istrict in  the world. Lead has been mined in  
this area by the natives prior to 1720, and almost continuously up 
to the present day. A variety of sulphides are mined from different 
places in  the d istric t.
The sulphide deposits in the Lead Belt are considered to be typ­
ica l examples of the Mississippi Valley Type Deposits, which are dis­
tributed a ll over the world. As in practically a ll the Mississippi 
Valley Typo Deposits, the problems involved in  the genesis of the 
southeast Missouri sulphide deposits have been and s t i l l  are a matter 
of controversy. Different opinions aind theories have been postulated 
to explain the mode o f their formation.
The iron-cobalt-nickel-lead-zino sulphide deposit, a section of 
which has been studied in the present thesis, is  considered to be one 
of the important deposits in the d istr ic t . I t  is located 2 km. to the 
southeast of Frederioktown, in the Frederioktown Quadrangle, Madison 
Coxmty, Missouri, U. S. A.
In this thesis an attempt is  made to correlate data from previous 
work with new observations. The main purpose of the study was to form­
ulate a reasonable hypothesis for the genesis of the deposit, on the 
basis o f the study of both large and small scale features, with special
emphasis on the small scale geometric features. Those features and 
patterns are considered to be important. As w ill be shown, the l it e r ­
ature contains very l i t t le  on small scale properties o f this typo of 
deposit in the Lead Belt.
Four stops have been used to approach the problem:
1. A review of previous work through a detailed study of the pub­
lished literature on the geology, general setting, and the character 
of the deposit in question, and on other deposits of similar character.
2. Field observations of the relation between the sulphides and 
the surrounding rooks in throe dimensions as available in the minoo
3. A study of the relation between the sulphide masses and crystals 
of the enclosing rook in hand or "foot" specimens.
4. A study of the relation between the sulphides themselves and 
also the s\irro\anding rock matter under the microscope, in both polished 
and thin sections.
Through these four stops, i t  was possible to relate the large 
scale observations to the smaller scale features, and to allow a better 
understanding of the problem of genesis of the deposit in question, and 
its  relation to the other rock types present in the area.
The conclusions reached through this type of study d iffer from 
the previous interpretations regarding the genesis of the studied 
deposit•
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C. GENERAL SETTING
!•  Location
Tho National Lead Company Mine at Frederioktown, from which most 
of the data were collected for this study, is  in Sec* 16, T* 33 N*,
R* 7 E*, and about 2 km* southeast o f Frederioktown, which lie s  in  
the southeast portion of Frederioktown Quadrangle* The latter is  
located between tho 37® 30* and tho 37® 45* para lle ls , north latitude, 
and between the 90° 15* and tho 90® 50* meridians, west longitude*
More than one ha lf of Frederioktown Quadrangle, a portion compris­
ing tho southern part of i t ,  is  in Madison County. The northern portion 
lies  in St. Francois County, and a small part in the extreme northeast 
lie s  in Sto. Genevieve Coimty. Madison Co\mty, in turn, lies in the 
southeastern section of the state of Missouri, U. S. A.
F ig . 1 is  a map showing port of North America, where BILLINGS 
(1960, p . 379) illustrated  the buried and outcropping portions of tho 
Appalachian Orogenic system. The outline of the state of Mssouri is 
drawn to show the relation with the southwestern part o f the Appalach­
ians* I t  is  also seen that the extreme southeastern part of the state 
lie s  in the **Coastal P la in ."
F ig. 2 is  a generalized geologic map of Missouri. The arrow on 
the right hand side shows the central position of Frederioktown with 
respect to Miadison County.
2o Physiography (Refer to map attached to the back cover of the thesis .)
Tho Frederioktown area lie s  in tho southeast portion of the St. 
Francois Mountains. The exposed rocks are mainly Cambrian sediments 
with several "islands" of Procambrian igneous rooks forming peaks and 
ridges. The maximum re lie f  of the area is  slightly  more than 240 m.
FiS* X. Mi^ * shendag ttm stata of ICLaftouri aad tho loootioiii of Frodorioktoaii In 
r»l«idoii to buriod and awcont portions of tho Appoloohioiis, aftor BIUJBQS (I960}.
Fig. 2
G E N E R A L IZ E D  GEOLOGIC  
M A P  OF M IS S O U R I
J _ E G  ENI  D  :
TERTIARY-QUATERNARY
Frederioktown
MISSOURI GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ANO WATER RESOURCES 
ROLLA , MISSOURI
The Geologic Map of M is so u r i
The Geo logic  Map of M issou r i  shows, by m eans of 
a system of shading and lined sym bols, the a rea  underla in  by  
rocks of each m a jo r  division of geologic time. F o r  exam ple,  
a reas  in M is so u r i  w here  rocks of the O rdovician  P e r io d  a re  
exposed at the surface , or w here  they lie d irectly  beneath the 
soil, are  shown on the geologic  map by a ve rt ica lly  lined  
symbol. These  a re a s  include m ost of the O za rk  reg ion  and 
a few sm all a re a s  north of the M issou r i  R ive r .  The symbol 
for each m a jo r  division of geologic  time is listed  to the right  
of the geologic m ap in the legend.
The legend to the geo logic  map a lso  indicates the 
time o rd e r  in which  rocks of the m a jo r  geologic d ivis ions w e re  
deposited. The symbol fo r the oldest rocks (P re c a m b r ia n )  is  
shown in white at the bottom of the legend, wh ile  the sym bols  
fo r  rocks deposited during the successive ly  younger per iod s  
and e ra s  a re  listed  above that of the P recam br ian .
In a com plete rock section, the legend would r e p r e ­
sent the sequence of rocks encountered in a w e l l  which w as  
started in the Q uaternary  deposits and was d r i l led  through all  
success ive ly  o lder strata until it bottomed in the P recam b r ian .  
However, in  m ost p laces  the rock  record  is incomplete. Some  
periods  a re  not represented  by  laye rs  of rock  because rocks of 
these per iod s  w e r e  never deposited or because  they w e re  r e ­
moved by e ros ion  after they w e re  deposited. This is the case  
in m ost of the O za rk  region w h ere  the entire sequence of rocks  
overly ing the O rdovic ian  is  absent. In other parts  of the state, 
a m ore  complete section is  present. F o r  exam ple, in north­
w es te rn  M is so u r i  rocks of Quaternary , Pennsylvanian , M i s s ­
is  sippian, Devonian, Silurian, Ordovician, C am brian , and 
P re c a m b r ia n  age have been encountered in deep w e l ls .
In genera l,  the rock  structure of M is so u r i  m ay  be 
said to re sem b le  an overturned saucer; the o ldest rock , or  
P recam b r ian ,  is  exposed in a sm all a rea  in the center of the 
saucer, encirc led  by successive ly  younger rock  la y e rs  which  
dip off and away f r o m  the center.
8The highest elevation is  that o f Matthews Mountain, 436 m. The va lley  
of the L itt le  St, Francis River has an altitude of 200 m. There is  
local r e l ie f  of as much as 150 m., although the average does not exceed 
about 90 mo
The drainage of the v/hole area o f the FredericktoViOi Quadrangle is  
a part o f the St. Francis River which passes through the western portion  
of the quadrangle in a general north-south trend. The main tributary  
of this river is  the L itt le  St. Francis River which runs eastward. Most 
of the northeastern, eastern, southeastern, and central vvaters of the 
area are collected by the tributaries and creeks which feed the L itt le  
St. Francis River in the vrest.
Soils in tho area are of the residual type, and a characteristic  
feature is  the abundance of quartz and chert nodules in the s o i l .  This 
fact might bo one reason for the poor agricu ltural value of the so il  
in  this region. Even so, there are a few fie ld s  which are planted on 
flood p lains, and these produce wheat and corn, and other minor products.
The population of tho area consists mainly of farmers and miners. 
Population is concentrated in  towns like  Frederioktown, Doe Run, Noblick, 
e tc ., in addition to some disseminated population on the farms.
Tho main highways that pass through the quadrangle are U. S. High­
ways 67 and 72 (on the map attached in  the back. Highway 72 is  numbered 
70). Highway 67 runs in  a general north-south direction, while Highway 
72 passes approximately oast-west. These two major highways intersect 
in  the northern center of Frederioktown.
The main railroad in  the area is the Missouri P ac ific , connecting 
the principal towns; i t  also passes through the northern part of Fred- 
ericktown.
Do GEOLOGIC SETTING
Madison County lie s  in the southeastern part of the state of 
Idssouri, 145 km. south of St, Louis. It  includes portions of the 
St. Francois Moimtains, which pass over into St. Francois County to 
the north. This part comprises an irregular group of h i l ls ,  some of 
which reach an elevation of 550 m. Tho general features of the rocks ex­
posed in this area is represented by Cambrian sediments in the eastern 
half, and igneous rocks of Precambrian age in the western part of the 
county.
1. Stratigraphy
The stratigraphic section in the Frederioktown area is typical 
for Madison County. I t  is given in Table I .  The information collected 
to set up this section is gathered from GRAflfE (1945), JAIES (1949), and 
OELE and BROWN (1954). The more detailed descriptions of the units 
studied w ill be given in the second chapter of this thesis.
The Precambrian basement is composed of granites, rhyolites, 
rhyolite porphyries, fe ls ite s , and basic igneous rocks. The surface 
was formed by a long period of erosion and presented a re lie f  at the 
time of deposition of the Lamotte sandstone formation.
Tho Lamotte sea invaded the Precambrian valleys, but did not cover 
the higher peaks and ridges. Hence, the formation tends to rise along 
and pinch out against the slopes of Precambrian topographic highs. It  
consists almost wholly of sandstone which is  white and friab le  when 
fresh, but grayish, brownish when weathered. I t  also includes a number 
of intercalations and impurities of shales, dolomite, and igneous boulders.
The Bonneterre formation was apparently deposited in a period of 











Residual mantle rock, so il, and 
alluvium










Green shale, s ilty  dolomite, lime­
stone, sandstone, finely glaucon­
it ic
Dolomite, shale and sandy dolo­
mite, sometimes limestone. The 
dolomite ranges from dark brown 




Sandstone, shale, and some dolo- 
Lamotte** initio sand. Residual igneous 




Igneous rock masses of granites, 
rhyolites, rhyolite porphyries, 
fe ls ites, etc.
Unknown
♦It was found in the literature that both writings of Bonneterre and 
Bonne Terre have been used. According to more recent papers and to 
personal communications with the company geologists, i t  is  more conven­
ient to use the spelling Bonneterre for the Upper Cambrian rock form­
ation, and Bonne Terre to refer to the town of Bonne Terre, Missouri.
♦♦In the same way, it  is  convenient to use the spelling Lamdtte to de­
signate the Upper Cambrian rook formation, and La Motte to refer to the 
town and mine of La Motto 8 km. north of Frederioktown.
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a more extensive area than was the Lamotte. Therefore, in places, the 
Bonneterre overlaps the Lamotte and rests directly over the Precambrian 
surface. The Bonneterre formation consists principally of dark to light 
gray and brown dolomites which are often mottled, fine to coarse grained, 
glauconitic, and non-cherty. GRAVE (1945) mentioned that various phases 
of the Bonneterre formation are distinguished by their color and he 
states on p. 199, "Recent mapping in the area for the Survey by Stewart 
has shown that these color zones are without stratigraphic significance 
OHLE and BROWN (1954) subdivided the formation into eight principal 
units or zones according to lithological differences and different 
features and structures which they think are connected with the genesis 
and the formation of these dolomites. In Fig. 3, they show the prin­
cipal rock types and the thicknesses of the various zones, also the re­
lative ore productivity of the zones and the zonal contacts. The main 
sulphide deposits in the Frederioktown area are concentrated at tho 
base of the Bonneterre formation especially at its  contact with tho 
Lamotte formation. In other portions of the Lead Belt, this contact 
zone is not the main ore-bearing horizon.
The Davis, the Derby, and the Doerun formations constitute a group 
called the "Elvins group." Those are not easily differentiated in  
the area south of Frederioktown. In the fie ld , the massive dolomites 
of these formations are similar in appearance to those in the Bonneterre. 
These dolomites are intercalated with shales, sandstones, and a few 
limestones and finely disseminated glauconite©
Tho Quaternary residual rook cover constitutes the so il in the 
area, and a few alluv ia l deposits are concentrated along tho r ivers .
These units are variable in thickness and are characterized by the abun­
dance of oherty quartz nodules.
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2, Structure
As shown in Fig. 3, the Lead Belt area is tnmcated by a number 
of fau lts . Among the major faults are the Ste. Genevieve, the Simms 
Mountain, and the Palmer fau lts, which trend roughly in a northwest 
direction, whereas the Big River fault trends approximately to the 
northeast•
A number of minor faults are shown in the area and the faults 
might or might not play a role in tho exposure or displacement of tho 
different rock types. JAfvES (1952) described the mining d istrict as 
being a fault zone typo of lead deposit, and postulated that the dis­
tribution of mines and prospects is  controlled by a fau lt zone type of 
environment. More recent mapping (ZIM'IERMAM, 1959, WEIXED.^AN, 1959, 
and others) has shown that faulting is  just as prominent in other areas 
which are not "mineralized." For this reason, most Load Belt geologists 
have abandoned tho idea that there is any important direct connection 
between faulting and "mineralization."
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yig« 3* Map of tho Load Bolt of ootithoaot Mlsocruri* aftor CWB ozid 
BRORH (1954, p» 203}© Tho Frodorloktoon aroo is to tho aouthoaot©
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E. PREVIOUS WORK
The geological problems connected with the Mississippi Valley 
Type deposits have been, and s t i l l  are, of groat interest to geolo­
gists© These deposits are widely distributed a l l  over the world©
OHLE (1959, p* 770) offered a map showing their distribution. The 
map must bo considered inconpleto since several deposits in  Africa, 
in  Australia, in Russia, in South America, etc. are not included©
Slight differences exist in regard to textural or compositional 
foatiires between a ll of these deposits© This fact may permit a sub- 
classification into groups of deposits. Tho following l i s t  contains 
some of the major differences:
-The iron-copper-lead-zino (nickel-cobalt) type (Rammelsberg- 
Ifoggen-J/fb. Isa-Fredorioktown) *
-The load-zinc type (tho Mississippi Valloy-Bloiberg-Silesia  
type, sensu striotu) .
-The fluorite-lead-zinc deposits in  limestones (southern I llin o is  
and northwestern Kentucky)©
-The barite (lead-zinc) deposits in  sediments (Missoiiri, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Arkansas)©
-Tho load-zinc-copper types in sandstones and shales (transitions 
to the typical Red-Bed-copper deposits).
Extensive studies have been made on the Mississippi Valley Type 
deposits a l l  over tho world. Tho space here permits mentioning of a 
few examples only.
In Africa lead-zinc provinces extend in the northern part through 
Morrooo, Algeria, and Tunisia. Several publications appeared describ­
ing their character, o .g ., papers by CLAVEAU, PAULHAC, and PELLERIN (1952) 
and SAIHPEIiD (1956). Recently, a newer theory on their origin was
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postulated by SCEHEIDERHOEHN (1952). STAlvI (i960) described some oo- 
currences of copper-load-zinc deposits of the Mississippi Valley 
Type character in the lower Congo region in equatorial A frica, and 
ho compared them with those described by OHLE (1959).
In Australia several lead-zinc deposits are considered to bo of 
tho Mississippi Valley Type, e#g., the silver-lead-zinc deposits of 
Wj9 Isa . BLANCHARD and HALL (1942) published a paper on the rock 
formation and the mineralization. Many of the features pictured and 
described by the authors are also typical features in the deposit at 
Froderioktovm., Mssouri*
In Canada several deposits are known to belong to the IvHssissippi 
Valley Typo deposits. GOHANSON (1937) described those occurrences in 
British Columbia. CAMPBELL (1950) described the Middle Devonian de­
posits at Pine Point, N. W. T.
In Europe Mississippi Valley Type deposits are quite numerous. 
They occur in Poland, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, etc. 2r;nERZYCKI 
(1948) studied the deposits in Poland, and Di COLBERTALDO (1948) pub­
lished information on the deposits in Raible, northern Ita ly . Both 
of them proposed a telomagmatic origin o f the deposits® More recently 
SCHULZ (1959) published on the deposits at Raible and Bleibergj tho 
deposits of Maubach-Mochernich were described by BEIIREIID (1948) and 
FRITSCHB (1951) and others, and KEIL (1956) wrote a short monograph 
on the deposits in S ilesia . As w ill be mentioned in the section on 
mineralogy, the deposit of Maubach-Lllechernich is especially similar 
to the Frederioktown deposit because of the content of lirmaoite and 
bravoite (compare KALB and MEYER, 1926). SEIFERT, NICKEL, and 
BRUCKIANH (1952) published a paper, and EHRENBERG (1959) a
monograph, on the deposits of Meggen. The Rammolsberg deposit was
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described by KRAUIvUE (1955). In England, contributions to the
study of the Mississippi Valley Type deposits have been published by 
TRAILL (1939), SHIRLEY and HORSFIELD (1943), SCHNBLLMAM and WILLSON 
(1947), DUNHAM (1944), and others. BEHRE (1939) has drawn comparison 
between the North American occurrences and the deposits in some 
European countries.
In Russia, vei^’’ many deposits are to be considered of the I^ss- 
issippi Valley type. KONSTANTINOV'S paper (1954) is a summary on 
Russian studies of these types of deposits. Ho concludes that the 
generally accepted view in Russia is that these deposits are of sed­
imentary origin . During his v is it  to the Missouri School of !iines. 
Prof. V. I .  Smirnov said that there were s t i l l  a number of Russian geol­
ogists believing in a telethermal origin.
In Rhodesia BRUMMER (1955) described copper ore bodies similar 
to those at Yfhite Pine (re fe r  to WHITE and WRIGHT, 1954) and he also 
assigned them to a sedimentary origin .
A complete discussion of foreign Ifississippi Valley Type deposits 
would take many pages and cannot be given here. Some, problems of their 
genesis have been mentioned in  the short monograph on "Syngenesis and 
epigenesis in the study of rocks and mineral deposits" by AI^TUTZ 
(1959b and 1961).
In the United States, deposits of the M ssissipp i Valley Type 
character are widely distributed, especially in the mid-continent 
region. A summary on the geology of the ore deposits in the Mississ­
ippi Valley region was published in 1939 by the Geological Society of 
America. BASTIN (1939) edited the publication, which contained studies 
on tho deposits of the immediate Mississippi Valley area. Other 
deposits of similar nature have not been included. The various ideas
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on the mode of their formation were discussed vd.th the general conclu­
sion that these deposits are of epigenetic-hydrothermal origin.
SIEBENTHAL (1915), FCWLER and LYDEN (1933, 1934, and 1938), LYDEN 
(1950), etc* have described the geologic sotting, both structural and 
stratigraphic, or the southern Tri-State d istr ic t , at one time the 
major zinc mining fie ld  in tho llississippi Valley and situated in 
Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma. McKNIGHT (1944) also published de­
tailed  maps and geological descriptions o f the area as results of the 
U. S. Geological Survey work.
The northern Tri-State d istric t, comprised in Wisconsin, I l l in o is ,  
and Iowa, has also been extensively studied, and several publications 
appeared describing their geologic setting and problems connected with 
the mode of their formation. AGNEViT (1955) published a paper which 
includes a good bibliography on the area. REYNOLDS (1958) offered 
interpretations on the structural controls of tho deposits conoerned.
The U. S. Geological Survey, the I llin o is  Geological Survey, and the 
U. S. Bureau o f l«B.nos, published papers on the regional geology and 
the detailed features of the individual mines in the area. A recent 
professional paper. No. 309, U. S. Geological Survey, by HEYL, ALLEN, 
AGNEW, LYONS and BEBRE (1959) is  a remarkable attempt to summarize the 
geological data on this area, which is  studied in more details than 
the southern Tri-State d istric t.
The fluorspar-zino-lead d istrict of southern Illinois-Kentucky 
has been dealt with in papers by BASTIN (1931), CURRIER (1937 and 1944), 
GROGAN (1949), and VfELLER, GROGAN, and TIPPIB (1952). They provided 
a considerable amount o f information on the geology of these deposits 
and their extent.
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In the earlier literature, the fluorspar-zinc-lead deposits of 
southern Illinois-Kentucky have been regarded apart from the M ss iss -  
ippi Valley Typo deposits. This might bo due to the abundance of 
fluorspar, and the special textural characteristics. OHLE (1959) 
and AlvSTUTZ (1958, 1959) included them under the I^ississippi Valley 
Type deposits. OHLE states on p. 772, "the overwhelming opinion..• 
thought that Illinois-Kentucky ore was closely akin to the ore in 
southeast Missouri, Joplin and elsewhere, and therefore the inclusion 
here seems ju stified  (o r at least popular)." M-DSTUTZ (1958) con­
sidered the possibility  of an oxhalative-sedimentary origin for the 
Fluorspar D istrict and the Lead Bolt, because in tho Fluorspar D istrict 
there is fa ir ly  good evidence for volcsric feeder channels.
Other important deposits, sometimes called the Appalachian zinc, 
lead, and barite deposits have been studied and a considerable amount 
of information on their geology and the problems of their genesis was 
found in tho following papers; ULRICH (1931), LAURENCE (1939), CRAWFORD 
(1945), DUNLAP (1945), ODER and MILLER (1945), BROKAW and JONES (1946), 
BROKAW (1948), ODER and HOOK (1950), BRIDGE and RODGERS (1956),
HERBERT and YOUNG (1956), and KENDALL (i960 ).
A number of deposits of similar or identical character with those 
of tho Mississippi Valley lead-zinc deposits has been described in  
many places in the United States. Examples of those deposits are those 
in  Washington (PARK and CANNON, 1943), in Kansas (EVANS, 1948), in 
Texas (BARNES, 1956), and many others.
Regarding tho southeast Missouri d istric t, geological studies 
and observations started prior to 1900. More iii5>ortant papers describ­
ing the geology and tho character of the deposits are those by BAIN
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(1901), BUCKLEY (1909), BUEHLER (1932), and TARR (1936). Tho more 
rocont publications by JAMBS (1951 and 1952), OHLE (1951, 1952, and 
1959), OHLE and BR0i/3N (1954), SNYDER and EMERY (1956), SNYDER and 
ODELL (1957), LIGASACCHI (1959), and A15STUTZ (1958, 1959a and b ) pro­
vided a considerable amount of information on the geology of the area, 
especially regarding tho ore controls, whether stratigraphic or 
structural. In some cases, the interpretations of the observations 
of different authors contradicted each other, especially with regard 
to the mode of formation and the origin o f tho deposits.
Other papers o f interest on the area to be mentioned are; FREDERICK*- 
SON (1951) who ascribed the deposits to processes of sedimentation, diagen- 
osis and recrystallization with concentration on the clay minerals through 
base exchange, BEAUMONT (1953) provided tho results of a special study 
of the clay minerals associated with the ores in tho d istrict and their 
in ter-re lations, also ECKELIvlANN, KULP, and BRCWN (1956) published tho re ­
sults of a study on tho distribution of lead isotopes in tho d is tr ic t .
Concerning the Fredericktovni area, with which this study is  deal­
ing, MoQUEEN (1943) studied the occurrences of dolomites in  tho area, 
and PCMERS, SCHARON, and TOLMAN (1953) published tho results o f a mag­
netic survey in  the area. The paper by JA1.ES (1949) was tho only 
publication specifica lly  on the geologic relationships of the ore 
deposit in  the Frederioktown area.
It  should bo mentioned that most of the textbooks on economic 
geology, o .g ., RICHARDSON (1913), LINDGEEN (1933), LILLBY (1936),
REIS, (1937), TARR (1938), EMMONS (1940), BATEMAN (1950), and others, 
have described the regional geologic setting of the various deposits 
as well as some details of tho geology as then known.
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F. HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL LEAD COWAM MNE
The National Lead Company mine southeast of Fredericktoim is an 
important mine in the area called the Lead Belt* It  is  located in  
the southern portion of this area, as shown in Fig* 5.
According to TARR (1921) the Chickasaw Indians obtained lead 
in the district prior to 1720, and i t  v/as through them that the lead 
deposits v/ere firs t  found by a French mineralogist named La Motte, 
about 1720. Regular mining activities are reported from the area as 
early as 1800.
The earliest reference to mining operations in the Frederioktown 
area was found in a report by PHILLIPS (1859). He mentioned that the 
f ir s t  shaft was sunk in 1844 by Mir. Pomeroy on his property, southeast 
of Frederioktown. The shaft attained a depth of 37 m. and cut through 
a breccia zone which contained sulphides, carbonates, and oxides of 
copper. Approximately 500 tons of the "yellow sulphuret" were reported 
to have been mined out and shipped to Swansea, Wales for refining, 
because there was no smelter in the United States to handle this type 
of ore. Because of the high cost of transportation, the mine was shut 
down in 1847•
A hole was drilled  to check the character of the ore in 1893, 
(KiBiYES, 1895), and cut through sulphides at different intervals, but 
no ore was mined out.
In 1900, the property vras acquired by the North American Lead 
Con5>any, and the mine was operated for lead production. A shaft about 
86 m. deep was sunk, where a rich disseminated galena ore body was 
reached. The company started to build a m ill, which was completed in  
1902, and also began to build a smelter, which was completed in 1907,
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(TfILLIAMS, 1903 and 1907)© In the same year, the company sank a new 
shaft about 75 m. deep.
Because of the d iff ic u lty  in  treating the complex ore (apparent­
ly  the iron, cobalt, n ickel, lead, and zinc sulphides), the mine was 
shut dov/n in  1910* The property was purchased by F. J# Wade, and then 
by Booth and Cbrian, but rsma-ined id le  according to BARTIIOLOl'IAElIS (1911) 
In 1916, the property was purchased by the ISfissouri Cobalt Company. 
In 1917, the company revforked the shafts, the m ill, the smelter, and 
started to bu ild  a new refinery  which was completed a year la te r . Op­
erations in  both f ie ld s , mining and metallurgy, proceeded in  a sa tis ­
factory way un til the year 1920, when the activ ities  were stopped.
A fter 1920 the mine was id le  for 23 years (GRAWE, 1945).
In 1943 the S t. Louis Smelting and Refining Division of the Nat­
ional Lead Company leased the property. They had earlie r prospected 
the area south and southeast of FredericktoYjn during the years 1927 to 
1931. Tho company sank three shafts, which range in depth between 
130 and 140 m., and equipped the m ill Tfith a new flo tation  plant. Oper­
ations began to function in 1944*
The National Lead Company operated the mine and smelter until 
February, 1961, -when the mine was shut down.
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I I ,  O B S E R V A T I O N S
A. FIELD WORK
Field  vfork for tho purpose o f th is study started early  in  the 
spring of I960* It  continued, at in terva ls , throughout one year since 
that time* The major part of this work v/as done underground in  the 
mine operated by the National Lead Company, southeast o f Frederioktown, 
Missouri. About ton a ll-d ay  underground trips were made during tho 
f ie ld  work period, as w e ll as various additional short t r ip s .
Mining in tho Frederioktown mine is  performed by a room-and-pillar 
method, a fact that enabled the detailed  stuc3y o f the re lation  betvmen 
the sulphides and the d iffe ren t rock units through the study o f various 
p i l la r  w alls and active faces.
The major part of the f ie ld  work was done in  the b igger working 
stopes 350 , 443, and 530. The working stopes have been chosen fo r  
th is study because o f the better exposure of the rook types on fresh  
surfaces, since post-mining a lteration , oxidation, and dust accumulation 
covers the p il la r s  and faces in  tho older stopes.
Tho underground mapping was confined to the stopes mentioned and 
consisted o f small scale sketches only. Large scale records o f the 
underground d r ift s , stopes, etc. are availab le  in  the geology o ffice  
o f the conqpany.
In the spring o f 1960, the w riter had the p riv ilege  o f taking part 
in  an underground tr ip  in  the mine at Frederioktown with D r. P . Ramdohr, 
world authority on ore minerals, o f the University of Heidelberg. Lead­
ing tho t r ip  in  the mine was Ifi*. Uhley, Chief Geologist o f the National 
Lead Company in  Frederioktown. This t r ip  was followed by a t r ip  to the
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lead mine o f tlie St* Joseph Lead Company in  E lv ins, Missoiiri, where 
Dr. F. Snyder and other geologists of the St. Joseph Lead Company served 
as guides. From the discussions held underground in  the two mines and 
from the seminar-type talks before and after the t r ip s , the w riter 
gained a valuable introduction to the nature o f the sulphide deposits 
in the area and to the problems connected with their formation.
In the spring of 1961, the v/riter attended a f ie ld  tr ip  to the 
Decaturville area, Missouri. This f ie ld  tr ip  v/as made for Dr. A.
Gansser o f the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. Tho sedimentary 
features o f the sulphide deposits and the sulphide breccias in  the area 
were studied and their nature was discussed. This discussion threw new 
ligh t on some features obseirved in  the deposits o f Fredericktovm.
V is its  to various other sulphide and barite  deposits o f the same, 
or a sim ilar nature as the deposit in  question vrere also made during 
the past twelve months. Examples of these ares The sulphide deposits 
in  the v ic in ity  of Decaturville in  both open p its  and id le  mines; the 
barite-sulphide deposits in tho v ic in ity  o f Potosi, Missouri; the d is­
seminated sulphides in  the limestones in a quarry 10 km* south o f 
R olla , and in  the limestone quarry o f the Portland Cement Company near 
St* Louis, 1,(11 ssouri •
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B. SAITLING
The properties of the different rock types, i . e . ,  the texture and 
structure, together with tho chemical and mineralogical composition, 
are among the important items of study in this thesis . Since v/e are 
dealing, in  the most part, "with sedimentary rocks, a special procedure 
has been followed in sampling.
Specimens were taken with the object o f studying, in deta il, spec­
ia l  features of mineral orientation, together with the purpose of ob­
taining a general picture of the regional orientation. In selecting 
oriented specimens for this type of study, the writer followed the in ­
structions given by FAIRBAIRN (1942), McKINSTRY (1948), SHROCK (1948), 
and AMSTUTZ (personal communication).
During sampling underground in  the mine, the following procedure 
proved satisfactory:
1. The samples from the mine were taken from p illa rs  and faces, 
i « e . ,  where the rock masses were in su ite.
2. In most places where sanples were taken, a photograph was taken 
as a record of the general view of the sequence; otherwise a 
sketch of the local orientation was drawn.
3. To be sure of the presence of a definite feature which might prove 
sign ificant, more than one sample from the same place vras taken.
4. A piece of suitable size (hand or "foot" specimen) vms broken, 
then put back in  the original place to mark the top by a colored, 
waterproof marker. (Top and bottom sequences were the essential 
features in  assembling data and c rite ria  from the collected samples.)
5. Each sample was niambered and wrapped together with a piece of 
paper carrying information on the place from which i t  was taken.
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6 . B rie f descriptions were made in tho f ie ld  notebook of tho 
different places from which the samples wore taken©
7 • In the limited time allowed undorgrovind in  tho mine, deter­
minations of the strike and dip o f the sampled areas v^ere not 
considered essential, since we are dealing with almost horizon­
ta l strata of sediments, which are not interrupted by compli­
cated structural features*
More than eighty hand and "foo t" specimens were taken from tho 
underground workings in  tho raino© They were designated by the letter  
and numbered in sequence according to tho date on which they •were 
collected©
A mine dump with stockpiled ore was also examined several times, 
and a collection of about sixty sanples representing interesting features 
that appeared to bo significant was taken. They were given the letter  
"D" and were numbered in  sequence©
The mineral collection in  tho Geology Office of tho National Load 
Compajiy at Frederioktown was also examined for further information on the 
behavior and character of the d ifferent minerals in  the deposit*
The collection of samples from the sulphide deposit at Froderioktovim, 
and other sim ilar deposits, in  the geological museijm of the Geology 
Department, the Missouri School o f Mines and Metallurgy, together with 
the collection o f Dr* G* C* Amstutz and Dr# P* D. Proctor, were studied 
for additional information on tho relation  between the minerals and the 
enclosing rocks*
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C. ST':liiTIGRAPHIC SECTICII STUDIED
In the Fredericktot’^ jn mine i t  \ms possible to study only the 
lov/er part of the stratigraphic section of Madison County (Table l )  
because only Precambrian and Cambrisn sediments are exposed. The 
sequence of the layers investigated is  as follows;
The Bonneterre Layer: Upper Cambrian 
The Lamotte Layer: Upper Cambrian 
The Igneous Basement: Precambrian
The detailed descriptions of the different rock types vd.ll be ordered 
from bottom to top, according to the stratigraphic column (F ig . 4) and 
the cross-section (F ig* 5 ).
1* The Igneous Basement
a* General features
The basement rocks are composed for the most part of granite and 
rhyolite, with a few intrusions of basic dikes and s i l l s ,  lin ing has 
only cut into the h ills  and slopes of these igneous rocks and their true 
extent is  l i t t le  knovn. The original surface of this unit has been ex­
posed for a long time. This is  shown by the pronounced action of weather­
ing processes and erosional activity that predominated before the de­
position of the yoxmger beds, which l ie  \mconformably on them*
In some places in  the mine, i t  has been observed that minor fractures 
and joints occur in the granite body, especially near the surface at the 
top. Fig* 6 shovrs part of a granite exposure with joints end minor fra ­
ctures v/hioh are almost ve rtica l. The spaces betvfeen the broken pieces 
were f i l le d  by sediments of variable composition during the process of 
sedimentation* None of these structures has been found to have a
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Fig* 4* A AOh«mtio stratigraphio ooXts&a of the eroA studied in 
the mine southeast of Frederloktoan, Missouri* Solid black shows the 
extent of the rloh sulphide deposit of eeonosdo Talue, ninor dissemln« 
atlons of sulphides are not represented in the drswing*
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Fig. 6* SdhenAtie oro«t**Metlon through the Frtderloktona arta, Uiatouri* The 
seottoo haa been tat up on the basis of oross-seetions published in the literature and 
CO. field obeervations* The horizontal tad vertioal aoales are the saaa* This permita 
a good picture for the underataadiag of the relatioaa between the Precaabrlan igneoua 
■aaaea alao oalled "granite knoba* with the overlying Upper Caabrian aedinentary rooka 
(refer alao to Fig* 8)* The horison rioheat in ore aiaarala is the oontaet between the 
Bonneterre and the Laaotte* fomatioaBa* Thia rioh transition sons is sMurked in the draw­
ing. Minor dissesdaationa are also present elsewhere in the Lamotte landatone and the 
Bonneterra formation*
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Fig* S. Parts of broken greml'to 'bo’-tlders on top 
of tho baaenont rock. TTi© spaces between tho pieces 
are filled  Krith aedlaents of variable ooirpositlon*
Fig* V* Contact between basement granite and 
altered andesitic zaass* Tho head of the hamser lies 
on what is considered to be a shear zone* ICetal stem 
of the haoBMir lies on a po8t>i4alne peel of about 2 cm*
In thickness•
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deeper extent to the bottom* Some of the fractures contain also sul­
phide minerals, especially galena, which in  some places occurs as a 
coating on ihe surface o f granite boulders* Occasionally galena is  
present as minute disseminations in  surface weathered granite (see Figs* 
6 , 16, and 57 fo r galena veinlets in granite and for weathering zones 
on a granite bou lder)*
In one place in the mine, stope 443, the basement granite is 
overlain by a mass of acidic igneous rocks which shows signs o f weather­
ing alteration (probably weathered granite) and which contains an ap­
preciable amount of ch lorite* Fig* 7 illu stra tes  part of th is feature. 
A shear zone is  thought to be apparent at the contact between the two 
rock types. A post-mine coating (o f  about 2 cm* in thickness) apparent­
ly  formed on the granite surface through dust acciunulation and the pre­
cip itation of suspended particles o f clay that have been carried by 
waters from higher leve ls* Part o f th is peel was broken to show the 
granite mass, which has a horizontal extent p a ra lle l v/ith the head of 
the hammer in the photograph (F ig* 7)*
b* Granite knobs
A characteristic feature of tho igneous masses in  the area is tho 
presence of certain igneous highs called  the "Granite Knobs•" These are 
elevated h i l ls  o f the eroded Precambrian surface, upon which l i e  the 
strata of the younger sediments*
Tho lowest sediments between the knobs usually lap up, and pinch 
out, on the slopes of the Precambrian granite highs* This observation 
is  schematically illu stra ted  in  Figs* 8 and 9* From the drawing in  
Figo 8 , i t  could be postulated that the Lamotte formation (which lies
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Fig* 8* Sohoaatlo orosa-teotion of a graxiltw knob* 
Sulphide depoaits ooour in the Boxmeberre dolomite eapeo- 
iwlly at or near to the oontaot with the Lamotte sandetone 
Sedimentary layera plnoh out at the oontaot with the gran­
itic buried h ill (?)•
Pig* 9* Soheoiatio top view of part of Fig* 8 ahowing 
the plneh«*out of Idle Lamotte formation and the relation of 
the rich auXphide depoaita with the granite knob*
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directly  on top of the granite) v«ras deposited from a shallow sea which 
did not wholly cover the granitic mass. Hence, the sandstone formation 
pinches out at the contact with tho inclined surface o f the underlying 
basement rock* On the other hand, i t  seems that the Bonneterre sea 
had covered most of the granite body. Some beds s t i l l  pinch out at 
tho contact with the granite, some terminate rather abruptly, but in  
other places the same formation may cover a neighboring igneous knob*
The Boulder Layer
The more or less consistent layer o f granite boulders is  con­
sidered in the literature to be part of the Lamotte sandstone form­
ation* The thickness of this stratum varies from 0 to 5 m* or more*
I t  is  characteristic o f the base of the Lamotte sandstone, where the 
sandy facies becomes somewhat arkosio and conglomeratic* Occasionally, 
however, tongues of boulder layers lap into the Lamotte sandstone or 
even in the lowest members of Bonneterre, as in  the Hayden Creek Mine 
(see OHLE, 1952)* The matrix of the boulder layers often contains 
feldspar grains. Frequently different types o f igneous boulders are 
found. These vary greatly in size and some may attain a diameter of 
1 m. Some of the boulders are well rounded and have v/eathered bound­
aries (F igs* 15 and 16), others are angular. Figure 10a and b shows 
a part o f the boulder bod which is  well exposed throughout stope 443 
in  the mine*
The boulders of this layer ane cemented by sediments of variable  
composition. These are for the most part sandy with a great deal of 
clay minerals, shaly inclusions, feldspar grains, ch lorite , and glaucon­
ite  laminae and disseminations. This composition is  a typical example 
of a mixed rock type formed by weathering products • Normally tho texture
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of these portions of sediments botv/een tho boulders is well stra tified  
with distinct compaction features, as seen in Fig* 10a and b*
A characteristic feature in the boulder layer is  the local dis­
placement and movement of the boulders, together with the sediments 
between them. An observation which could bo mentioned here is  that, 
in most cases, the bigger boulders (20 cm. or more in diameter) are 
well rounded and typ ically  with weathered surfaces. As mentioned 
above, there occur occasionally fragments o f boulders. These are com­
monly angular. F ig . 11a is a photograph of some boulders (stope 443) 
cemented by a mixture of sand, shale, clay, etc* F ig . 11b is a draw­
ing o f parts of F ig . 11a v/here the outlines of some boulders are drawn. 
Tho general picture to be understood from the photograph and tho draw­
ing is  that the bigger boulders are more or less well rounded, and the 
fragments are angular. I t  is  also clear that the fragments, in most 
of the cases, could be fitted  back to the nearest boulder to form a 
uniformly roimd boulder. Hence, i t  is  thought that these fragments 
are broken pieces of the boulders, which have been moved for only a 
very small distance while the overlying sediments f i l le d  the spaces 
produced.
Lamotte Formation
The Lamotte sandstone formation is  composed of oontaot sandstone 
which includes clay partings spread through the section. I t  attains 
thicknesses between 0 and 92 m* The sand grains are largo in size, 
usually roimded, and have a white color. The formation is  massive in 
some places and exhibits bedding and cross-bedding in  others. F ig . 12 
is  a photograph of excellent cross-bedding in  the Lamotte sandstone
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Fic* 10*-« Sho'iri.ng part oT th« boulder layer 
In stop© 44S. Bota the different kliids tuid siEee 
of the igneous bouldera.
Ptg, 10b. Ssrae spot photographed in Pig. 10a 
but showing the variable ohAraoter of tho Bonneterre 
doloanlte layers.
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Pig. 11a. A photograph taken In the nine of 
part of tho bouldor layer* etope 443. Igneoua 
boulders are oaiicented together Tflth a variety of 
••dJjaanta •
Pig. 11b. A drawing of part of Pig. 11a, ahote-
ing the outline of softie boulders. ITotloo the 
rounded clioraoter of the bigger raasces and tho ang­
ular fom of the smaller fragments.
S6
Fig. 12. Pronouaoed oroa»-1>eddi&g in the
Lamotte rondatono. Road out on I”. 8. Highway 72, 
some 8 km. west of Prodarioktovm. (Camera lena 
ooTor proTidoa the soala.)
J,
,: > . >'5'■
Pig. 13. Irregularity in aadinantation, shoving piztshv 
ing out of a doltnalte bed about 100 m. south of stope 443 
in the Fredarioktown adne.
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which is  exposed in a road cub on U. S* Hij^hway 72 a few km. west of 
Frederioktown.
Good exposures of the Lamotte sandstone in the mine are lack­
ing. Since the minute disseminations o f sulphides in  this layer are 
not o f commercial grade, no large scale mining has been developed in  
this part o f the section (apart from what is  called here the "Boulder 
Layer," and apart from the transitional portions to the Bonneterre 
dolomite)•
Transition Layer
The transition  betv/een the Lamotte sandstone and the Bonneterre 
formation has not been sepa.rated as a unit in  the lite ra tu re . Over a 
thickness o f 0 to 5 m. or more, the Lamotte sandstone changes into 
typical Bonneterre dolomite. The change of facies is  gradational and 
the Bonneterre formation becomes rich with sand grains, which seem in  
some cases to constitute 80^ o of the to ta l rock. Characteristic members 
of the transitional zone are also shales, aandy shales, glauconitic  
shales, glauconitic sandstones, sandy dolomites, and dolomites. These 
variations are pictured and described in  more detail in the section  
on megascopic features. The most pronounced feature is  the abundance 
of the glauconitic laminae with perfect bedding, which is  sometimes 
interrupted by local structures which cut or bend the horizontal nature 
of these constituents.
I t  should be mentioned that tho transition layer is  not always 
present at the contact between the Lamotte sandstone and the overlying 
sediment; sometimes th is contact is sharp.
The rich  sulphide deposit in  the area is  more developed in  the 
transition  layer than anywhere in  the section. This is  shown by the
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so lid  black areas rei>resenting rich sulphide deposits in  the s t ra t i ­
graphic column (Fig# 4 )•
Bonneterre Formation
The basal portion of* the Bonneterre formation exposed in  tho 
mine is  composed almost v/’holly  of dolomite, which is  hard and compact, 
dark to ligh t gray, fine or coarse grained. The stratinn. attains thick­
nesses which vary greatly , 136 m. being the maximum thickness.
The dolomite is  occasionally in te rs tra t ified  with thin laminae 
or patches of shales. Shales are, fo r tho most part, o f tho black, 
fine grained, compact type, and are more abimdant towards the bottom. 
The dolomite is  also sometimes s iliceous, containing sand grains or 
coarse crysta lline  quartz crysta ls.
A characteristic feature o f the Boimetorre is  the abundance o f  
glauconite (and ch lorite? ) in  the form o f disseminations or layered  
laminae. Another important feature is  the abimdance o f druses and 
vugs which contain oa lc ite , quartz, and sulphide minerals as compara­
t iv e ly  large c rysta ls . The nature o f these druses and the ooourrences 
of the crystals in  them are items to be discussed la te r .
Fine disseminations o f sulphide minerals, especia lly  of galena, 
occur in  the Bonneterre. More detailed study o f these occurrences 
w i l l  fo llow  in  the chapters covering tho mineralogy of the sulphides. 
Occasional irre gu la r it ie s  occur in the depositional features o f the 
dolomitio layers. F ig . 13 is  a photograph of an irre gu la r ity  in  
sedimentation, showing the pinching out o f a dolomite bed. Sulphide 
disseminations appear as white spots in the photograph.
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D. MIIIERALOGy OF THE SULPHIDES
The discussion on the mineralogy o f the individual sulphide species 
recognized in the deposit at Fredericktovni w ill  include the properties 
of each mineral as observed uinder re flected  ligh t , as w ell as the his­
tory of the discovery of these minerals in the area* Detailed descrip­
tions and illustractions o f the behavior of the d ifferent minerals, 
together with their relation  to the enclosing rock w il l  fo llow  in  the 
sections on microscopic geometric features, and geochemistry. The 
identification  o f the sulphide minerals for this thesis was based on 
descriptions and data given by RAIDOHR (i9 6 0 ). For each o f the minerals 
to be discussed, the data given by the mentioned author is  foimd in  
the follovring pages: marcasite, p* 772-778, pyrite , p* 731-734, bravo- 
i t e ,  p* 747-753, siegenite (lin n a e ite ), p. 642-647, galena, p . 594- 
609, chalcopyrite, p* 490-503, cove llite , p« 624-631, ohalcocite-digen- 
it e ,  p* 408-422, sphalerite, p* 471-485, and wurtzite, p* 532-535.
1. Marcasite
Marcasite is  the most abundant sulphide mineral in  the "complex , 
ore" whereas, taken as a whole, galena i s ,  o f course, the main sulphide 
mineral. Marcasite is  most ab-undant near the edges of the ore bodies 
at the raine.
Megascopically as w ell as m icroscopically, radiating rods or 
spear-head twins sure quite common. Almost a l l  the crystal forms apart 
from the massive va rie tie s  are either spear-head tvrins, which show a 
tendency to develop a pseudo-pyramidal form, or coxcomb tw ins. Occas­
ionally  these forms are found on pyrite , in which cases we are apparent­
ly  dealing with a la te r transfonnation o f marcasite into py rite .
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TARR (1927) studied samples from the area and recognized some 
sort of layering between pyrite and marcasite. Ho concluded that i t  
is  obvious that marcasite has been forming f i r s t .
Data:
a. Chemical formula: FeS2 «
b . Physical properties:
i .  Crystal system: orthorhombic,
i i .  Color: bright whitish yellow ,
i i i .  R e flectiv ity : about 50.
iv .  Talmage hardness: F"“«
V. Anisotropy: strong anisotropism. 
v i .  Internal re flexes: none.
2. Pyrite
Mining for pyrite ores started in  the area as early  as 1907• De­
mands for this mineral increased during World Wars I  and I I ,  therefore 
prospecting and mining in the area south and southeast o f Prederick- 
town assumed importance dujring these times (GRAS7S, 1945) • Pyrite con-, 
oentrates from con^lex sulphide deposits such as the one at Frederick- 
town are ooranionly used fo r the production of sulphuric acid.
Pyrite is  less abundant than the other iron sulphide, marcasite.
Tho re lation  between these two species o f iron sulphide is  quite in ter­
esting. Observations regarding tho pyrite-marcasite ra tio  and their  
growth behavior have been collected; however, a more extensive study 
on this specific  problem is  necessary before any conclusions of a gene­
t ic  nature could be drawn.
Pyrite occurs in d ifferen t forms. Examples are euhedral cubic and 
pyritohedral crysta ls , zoned crystals o f mixed composition, pseudomorphs
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after marcasite, minute disseminations o f bacteria -like  bodies, etc.
LO^ /E (1958) worked extensively on the so -ca lled  "pyrite bacteria" 
in  the black shales of various sulphide deposits in  sediments. Since 
the p o ss ib ility  of bacteria l activ ity  in  the formation of the Freder- 
icktovm ores should bo considered, a study o f these ores with the 
methods of Dr. Love has been in itiated  with the kind cooperation of 
Dr. L . Love* To date no results have been received.
Data:
a® Chemical formula: FeSg* 
b . Physical properties:
i .  Crystal system: cubic,
i i .  Color: ligh t yellow,
i i i .  R eflectiv ity : about 55.
iv .  Talmage hardness: F ".
V .  Anisotropy: isotropic, 
v i .  Internal reflexes: none.
Remarks: sometimes pyrite shows sligh t anisotropism  
and this probably depends on the orientat­
ion of the cut in the crystal la t t ic e . At 
the present time, su ffic ien t data for spec­
i f i c  conclusions on this problem ane not 
availab le .
3. Bravoite
The f i r s t  discovery o f bravoite was made on sulphide nodules from 
the vanadiixm mines at Mina-ragra, Peru. HELLEBRAND (1907), who des­
cribed the mineral and analyzed i t ,  gave the following composition after
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the deduction of im purities•
Ni Fe S
18.23 29.46 52.31
He gave the mineral the formula (Fe,!Mi)S2 * and oalled i t  "n ickc life r- 
ous py rite .” He suggested the future nomenclature of "bravoite” after 
Sr. J. J . Bravo, the Peruvian w riter on the vanadiimi occurrence at 
Lfina-ragra, Peru.
Bravoite was also described from Mechemich, Germany. KALB and 
MEYER (1926) stated that i t  occurs as individual pyritohedrons, coat­
ings, and as massive aggregates. They do not spec ifica lly  point out 
the v io le t  tinge o f the mineral, and describe it s  color as being steel 
gray. SHORT and SHANNON (1930) recognized two d ifferent internal 
zones, one yellow and the other v io le t . They analyzed a sample with 
both zones, each zone separately. Results are lis ted  as follows:
Ni Co Fe Cu S Insol ©
Violet colored zone 24.73 3.28 17.08 0.47 51.15 0.40
Yellow colored zone 4.40 trace 38.02 2.80 50.77 2*50
The same authors mentioned that the formula of both zones could be re­
presented as (N i,Fe )S 2> the v io let colored zone can be termed bravoite 
and the yellow colored zone, nickeliferous pyrite . They mentioned also 
that the analyses probably show too much iron in  the bravoite, owing to 
the mechanical admixture of pyrite .
SCHNEIDERHOEHN and RAMDOHR (1931) drew attention to the remarkable 
zoning o f bravoite in its  interlocking with other minerals •
More recently, RAJylDOHR (i960) described the minerals and also 
b r ie f ly  indicated properties of two end members, vaesite (NiS2 ) and 
oattierite  (CoS2 ) »  In the 1955 edition o f the same book, they were
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only very b r ie f ly  mentioned. He also referred to the remarkable zon­
al texture by stating on p . 749, "Die stark zonaren Bravoite sind so 
auffalend, dass Verwechslimgen mit anderen Erzen fast ausgesohlossen 
sind."
Bravoite was f i r s t  described from southeast Missouri by RASOR 
(1943, p. 402). He mentioned in  the course o f a description o f bravo­
ite  from Mine La Motte and diggings near the Frederioktown area that 
th is mineral has been "iden tified  as a constituent o f the nickel-cobalt 
ores from southeastern Missouri and established that area as the f i r s t  
in  North America." Ho described tho mineral as replacing pyrite , but 
he is  not sure whether i t  selected some particu lar zones o f  weakness in  
tho pyrite , or v/hether i t  replaced pyrite from the nucleus outward in 
rhythmical zones. The discovery of bravoite in the southeast liHssouri 
ores explained tho high nickel content with respect to tho cobalt con­
tent. Tho pyrite concentrate contains more than twice as much nickel 
as cobalt, whereas in siegenite, tho only nickel-bearing sulphide pre­
viously known to exist in the ore, the nickel-cobalt ratio  is  more than 
3 to 2 •
Data:
a. Chemical formula: Nlixed crystals (s o lid  solution se ries ) 
of FeS£ siiid NiSg (pure end member is  called v ae s ite ), some­
times with smaJLler amounts o f C0S2 (pure end member called  
o a tt ie r ite ).
b . Physical properties:
i .  Crystal system: cubic.
i i .  Color: brownish lavendar with rosy or pinkish tinge, 
i i io  P .eflectivity: about 30 (? ) .  The zonal changes do not
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perirdt an exact measurement of the re f le c t iv ity ,  
iv . Hardness: variable due to the variation  in compos­
it ion , since we are dealing with a so lid  solution  
type of compo\md; in  general harder tov/ards the 
pyritic  end member.
V .  Anisotropy: isotrop ic, 
v i .  Internal reflexes: none.
PuAI'iDOHR (1960, p. 752-753) describes the color of vaesite as dark 
gray, and mentions that oattierite  has a pure white color i f  in ter­
grown vd-th galena, is very ligh t yellow beside pyrite , and sometimes 
shov/s a b lu ish  gray tinge.
4. Siegenite
In 1818, SCHOCLCP-AFT (1819) noted the presence of cobalt in the 
ore from liine La Motte, 8 km. north o f Frederickto^>'m. He described 
the blue coloration found on the sandstone linings of some of the fur­
naces used to smelt the ore.
GRAi'ES (1945) mentions that the m ineralogist, G. Troost, v is ited  
NHne La Motte in 1823 eknd 1824, and detected cobalt in a blackish min- 
eraJL which he found "among the rejected rubbish."
The f i r s t  identification  of siegenite as a constituent o f the 
ore was done by GENTH (1857). He analyzed a sample from PHne La Motte, 
Madison County. The resu lts of this analysis are as fo llows:
Ni Co Fe S Pb In so l.
30.53 21.34 3.37 41.54 0.39 1.07 = 98.34
On the other hand, TAER (1921) states on p . 9, "the Missouri l in ­
naeite contains approximately 20$!^ of n ickel, thus making i t  the variety
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called siegenite, tho isomorphous mixture of linnaeite and polydymite."
SHORT and SHANITON (1930) worked on samples from the mine at Fred- 
ericktown. According to them, the mineral was usually called  linnaeite  
which is  given the formula C03S4 , i . e * ,  the nickel and iron free end 
member of the isomorphous series (iTi,Co,Fe)3S^. They found that the 
percentage o f nickel exceeded that o f cobalt in  the samples, and there­
fore a more correct designation for the mineral is  siegenite, vdiich 
is  (H i,00) 28^ . Results of analyses made by J* C. Fairch ild  of the TJ. S* 
Geological Survey are lis ted  in the paper by tho same authors. The 
siegenite composition calculated from these resu lts is  as follows:
Ni Co Fe S Pb In so l.
28.5E 22.02 9.21 40.25 — — = 100
(Compare with the analysis given above by GENTH, 1857.)
Regarding the crystal habit, TARR (1935) reported crystals o f 
siegenite 1 cm. on the edge. He states to have observed some coarser 
"nodular fibrous siegenite" in cavities in  the dolomites.
Data:
a. Chemical formula: RAlvIDOHR (1960, p. 642) included siegen­
ite  imder the heading linnaeite group, a continuous so lid  
solution se ries . Also according to his nomenclature, 
linnaeite of the composition and properties reported from 
Frederioktown would have to be oalled siegenite. He gave 
the general composition o f R^^ ^2^^^ ^4 * R^^^ can
be either Co or Ni or both and sometimes Cr, and rH ;
Fe, N i, Co, or Cu.
b . Physical properties:
i .  Color: creamy white with a s ligh t v io le t or rosy tinge,
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i i *  R eflectiv ity : about 45. 
i i i *  Talmage hardness: E*** 
iv* Anisotropy: isotropic*
V .  Internal reflexes: none.
5. Galena;
Pits and shafts have been sunk in search of lead ore as early  as 
1900 by the North American Lead Company, as mentioned in  the section 
on the history o f the Frederioktown mine.
Galena is the most abimdant of a l l  sulphides in  the ore. I t  occurs 
as euhedral cubes and cubo-octahedrons, as disseminations in the dolo­
mites and shales, as v/ell as in massive aggregates. Samples o f black 
shales containing galena "sta rs” have been studied from the National 
Iline operated by the St. Joseph Lead Company.
Data:
a. Chemical formula: PbS.
b . Physical properties:
%
i .  Color: white, in  certain associations with a b lu ish  
tinge.
i i .  R eflectiv ity : 40.
i i i .  Talmage hardness: B.
iv *  Anisotropy: isotropic. (Fine scratches on the sur­
face due to softness o f the mineral simulate aniso­
tropic e ffects , but this effect can be easily  recog­
nized.)
V .  Internal reflexes: none.
Remarks: A distinguishing feature o f galena in  prac­
t ic a lly  a l l  of the polished sections is the
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presence o f triangular p its , produced due 
to the perfect three-dimensional cubic 
cleavage• Two d ifferen t textures have been 
observed in  galena. They are pictured in  
F ig . 60 and w i l l  be discussed la te r .
6. Chalcopyrite
Chalcopyrite is  the principal copper-bearing sulphide in  the de­
posit. Some of the mining as early  as 1907 centered upon the extraction  
of chalcopyrite as a copper ore. I t  is  more abimdant than siegen ite, 
but less abundant than marcasite and pyrite .
I t  never occurs as euhedral crystals in the ore, but is  usually  
foimd as concretions and crystal aggregates. In the druses i t  occurs 
in columnar sta lactytio  forms. Chalcopyrite, in  most cases, is  locked 
intimately to siegen ite.
Data;
a. Chemical formula: CuFeS2 .
b . Physical properties:
i .  Color: golden yellow ,
i i .  R e flec tiv ity : about 40.
i i i .  Talmage hardness: C.
iv .  Anisotropy: s ligh t ly  anisotropic.
V. Internal re flexes: none.
v i .  Tarnish: Two varieties  o f chalcopyrite behave d i f ­
ferently  regarding tarn ish . One variety , always 
surrounded by siegenite in  a 2a pattern, does not 
tarn ish . The other, in  open locking to siegenite
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as well as to other sulphides in various patterns 
tarnishes quickly (see Fig* 61).
7. Covellite
Covellite has not been reported previously from the deposits at 
Frederioktown. I t  occurs as a very minor constituent of the sulphide 
minerals. Disseminated grains of emulsion-like droplets are observed 
in chalcopyrite as well as in  siegenite.
Data:
a. Chemical formula: CuS.
b . Physical properties:
i .  Crystal system: hexagonal, 
i i *  Color: blue white to deep blue, representing a 
strong ploochroic character* 
i i i *  R e flec tiv ity : about 20.
iv .  Talmage hardness:
V .  Anisotropy: very strong anisotropism. 
v i*  Internal re flexes: -wdiite blue re flections*
8 * Chalcooite-digenite
The two minerals occur as secondary products and in  most cases 
they coat or replace chalcopyrite.
Data:
a* Chemical formula: Chalcooite, CugS, digenito, CugS5 
b* Physical properties:
i *  Crystal system: orthorhombic and cubic,
i i .  Color: grayish b lu ish ,
i i i .  R e flectiv ity : about 24.
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iv* Talmage hardness: B.
V .  Anisotropy: isotropic or very s ligh tly  anisotropic* 
v i*  Internal reflexes: none.
Remarks: Digenite appears to have a more bluish
tinge than ohalcocite; however, according 
to Po Ramdohr low temperature chalcooite 
is  often blue too, with no pleochroism.
9* Sphalerite
Sphalerite is  a minor constituent of the ore in  Frederioktown. I t  
commonly occurs either with galena or locked to chalcopyrite. MSirHOUSE 
(1933.) proposed a hydrothermal origin  for the liLssissippi Valley lead- 
zinc deposits on the basis o f his interpretations of experiments per­
formed on liqu id  inclusions in sphalerite. Numerous other studies on 
liquid  inclusions have been performed by SLHTH (1954, and others). He 
gave a svanmary and an h istorica l review on the studies on the flu id  
inclusions in  d ifferent minerals. The same author published a paper 
on the structure of zinc sulphide minerals (SMITH, 1955). COPJEtENS 
(1955) refuted most of this inclusion work. He states that the mech­
anical factors were not taken into account. He holds the opinion that 
the decrepitation of a crystal takes place at the lim its of it s  mech­
anical strength and not at the temperature of formation. Yfith regard 
to the "bubble-theory" of NEWHOUSE, COPREITS states that we know very 
l i t t le  about the amount of gas and liqu id  which have escaped by d if ­




a* Chemical fommla: ZnS with variab le  amounts o f  Fe, often  
Ivin and Cd, sometimes Ba, In , T l, Hg in  an isomorphous 
composition, 
b . Physical properties:
i .  Crystal system: cubic*
i i .  Color: gray,
i i i .  R e fle c t iv ity ; 18.
iv .  Talmage hardness : C^ *
V .  Anisotropy: iso trop ic , 
v i .  Internal re fle x e s : brownish reddish.
1 0 . Wurtzite
Tho determination o f wurtzite in the polished sections was made by 
Dr. Ramdohr (personal oommunioation). He also gave valuable infomiation  
on it s  habit, p roperties, and mode of formation. He stated that th is  
zinc sulphide is  an indicator of low temperatures o f formation.
Data:
a . Chemical formula: ZnS.
b . Physical properties:
i .  Crystal system: hexagonal (idiomorphic boundaries rare , 
see photomicrograph in  F ig . 70 ). 
i i .  Color: gray,
i i i .  R e fle c t iv ity : 18.
iv .  Talmage hardness: D*“.
V .  Anisotropy; not recognizable, 
v i .  Internal re fle x e s ; none.
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E. GEOMETRY OF THE MINERiLL DEPOSIT
A detailed study o f the geometric features o f the d iffe ren t rock 
types and the mineral deposits associated vfith them is  considered to 
be an essentia l part o f th is th esis . This tj'pe o f study has been in  
part neglected in  the lite ra tu re  published on the geology o f the de- 
X-Jocit in  question.
I t  ims attempted here to use terms in  the description of the 
d iffe ren t features v/hich are free of genetic connotations in  order 
to allow  sharp separation o f two d ifferen t things in  this study: tho 
observations and the interpretations. One can be re la t iv e ly  sure 
that observations are objective, whereas interpretations are usually  
questionable.
For the purpose o f c la ss ific a t io n , the megascopic and the micro­
scopic observations w i l l  be discussed separately. This does not mean 
that the geometry o f the features studied megascopically and micro­
scopically  are two d iffe ren t things with no connection. In  many oases 
i t  was found that there is  a close relationship between tho two scales 
of features «
Abbreviations of the d iffe ren t minerals are sometimes used fo r  
ease in  i l lu s tra t in g  the drawings. A l i s t  of these abbreviations is  
given in  Table I I .
1. Megascopic Features
Some features observed, megascopically in  the d iffe ren t rock types 
are of special in te re st. To a certain  extent, an attempt is  made here 
to lim it tho descriptions o f these features to rooks which carry su l­




L is t  o f abbreviations fo r  the minerals studied 
( f o r  use in  the drav/ings)
B ravoite ..................................................   bv
Chalcooite........................................................................   cc
Chalcopyrite.........................................................................*cp
C o v e llite ............................................................................... ..
Galena..................................................................................... gn
Glauconite..............................................................................go
Linnaeite..........................................................................   In
Marcasite . .w ..........................................................................mr
P y r ite ...............................................................................  py
S iegen ite ..........................................................   sg
Spha lerite ............................................................................s i
W urtzite ........................... ...................................................
Gangue.................................................................................
Lucite, b ak e lite , e tc .......................  ••••bak
Qnartz .................        .qtz
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The terms describing the geometry are limited to the ones offered  
by AIISTIJTZ (1959, p. 104), who modified terms and patterns f i r s t  pro­
posed by P. NIGGLI (1948, 1952). F ig . 14 is  a chart o f this geometric 
c lassification . This chart was found to be the most useful for this 
TiTork, since the terms used for the different geometric features are 
free o f genetic connotations and time designations.
For ease of description, the in^ortant megascopic features ob­
served w il l  be discussed according to the occurrence in the s tra t i­
graphic section, i . e . ,  separately in  the d ifferent rock types in  
the following order:
a . Features in the granite
b . Features in the boulders
Oo Features in the sandstone
d. Features in the transition layer
e . Features in the dolomite
a. Features in the granite
From the study o f hand specimens o f granites from exposures of 
basement rock in stopes 530 and 443, i t  was found that as a general 
rule these granites are a l l  o f the same character. They are medium 
grained, phanerocrystalline, and ligh t pink in color. Feldspars occur 
in  crystals 1 to 3 mm. in  diameter, and they predominate over the other 
constituents. Cleavage in feldspar crystals is  abimdant. In places 
they are altered, to kaolin. Q^artz is  the second most abundant mineral. 
I t  occurs as minute grains o f a rounded character. The ferromagnesian, 
hornblende, in places seems to, have been altered at the top of the 
masses to ch lorite .
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GEOMETRIC ClASSIFICATION OF ROCKS AND  
MINERAL DEPOSITS
byG.C. Amstutz
University of Missouri; School of Mines & Metallurgy
AG I 
21
GEOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION OF ROCK FABRICS
free of genetic connotations
Pattern 1, 2, 3> and 10 » stromatitio or linear fabrics
Pattern 4, 5, and 6 = merismitic or network fabrics
Pattern 7* and 9 * ophthalmitio or disseminated fabrics
Pattern 11 « massive or homogeneous fabric (to be placed at the fourth corner of a tetrahedron of which this drawing shows one face only).
(This purely geometric classification and nomenclature of rock fabrics is a systematic modification of patterns pictured by PAUL NtGGLI in "Rocks and Mineral Deposits," Basel 1948, San Francisco 1954, for chorismatic, polyschematIc rocks and mineral deposits. Additional adjectives may be used in order to designate transitional patterns: pattern 3 may be called phlebltlc stromatite, pattern 4a phlebitlc/ merismite, pattern 8b mlarol1thic ophthalmite, and pattern iO nebuli ti c stromati te.)
G. C. Amstutz, 1959»(Proc.Geol.Assoc.Canada 11, p.104)
AddiHonal eopi*» data may b» cbtaintd/rom
ths AM ERICAN  GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE. Out $0.20.
F ig . 14. Chart o f tho goomotric 
c lass ifica tion  o f rocks and. mineral 
deposits (published as Data Sheet 21 
of the American Geological Institu te , 
1960). This c lass ification  has been 
followed in tho desoription of tho 
megascopic geometric features of the 
rocks and tho associated sulphides.
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Minor fractures occur in the granite bodies, especially  at tho 
upper portions• Some of these fractures are f i l le d  either by common 
sedimentary material or by sulphides* Galena is the main sulphide in  
such fractures, but i t  also occurs as minute disseminations in altered  
granite.
in  the boulders
In the boulder layer, sulphides occur in  three d ifferen t ways: 
i *  As disseminations in the matrix between the boulders, 
i i *  Aroimd the boulder as a thin coating or layer, 
i i i .  In fractures within the individual boulders.
The whole section of tho "boulder layer" displays a typical op- 
thalmitio to merismitic fa b r ic . Roimded boulders and angular pebbles 
are embedded in a shaly sand fac ies . F ig . 15 is  an illu s tra t io n  of 
this observation. F ig . 16 is  a photograph taken of one of tho bould­
ers shown in  the upper right hand side of F ig . 15. This boulder shovfs 
a peculiar darkening of the outer surface as compared to the inner 
portion. This rim, which ranges from 0.5 to 1 mm., is  apparently due 
to weathering action, since the boulder is  well rounded. By micro­
scopic study of th is rim, i t  was found that i t  is  very rich  in  iron  
oxides.
The boulders vary greatly  in size , but certain characteristic  
features are preseirved concerning the position o f the boulder in  tho 
enclosing sediment and the behavior o f tho sediments themselves. Most 
of the boulders, when elongated, s it  horizontally, where the axis o f 
elongation is  p a ra lle l to the bedding. Tho sedimentary laminae around 
them occasionally abut against or arch around the boulders and the 
smaller pebbles. The sequence is  sometimes disturbed by local struc-
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•tures -where fo ld ing, mixing, and disorder o f the boulders occur* Fig*
17 is  a drawing o f a typical piece from the boulder layer showing the 
described features*
c* Features in  the sandstone
Tho sandstone facies is  characterized by the lov/- and re la tive ly  
spurious content of sulphide minerals. Samples from the top o f the 
Lamotte layer in  s-topo 530 shovfed that the sulphides occur in  a por­
ous, almost spongy-looking fabric  when enclosed in sandstone. Some o f 
the sulphide agglomerations or aggregates enclose open spaces in the 
center. The outlines o f these agglomerations of sulphides are, on the 
outside, irregu la r , but in  detail often show botryoidal texture. To- 
■wards the cavi-ty on the inside they often contain drusy, idiomorphic 
linings o f sulphide crysta ls• A typical fabric  pattern o f these su l­
phide agglomerations and of the enclosing sediments is  illu stra ted  in  
Fig* 18a and b* The sulphide concretions, which are most of the time 
underlain by very thin laminae of d ifferent composition or at least 
different "texture or color than the rock mass, occasionally sink into 
these laminae and induce some type of bending e ffect in the rock* These 
laminae appear to bo bent by the sulphide agglomerates either downward 
or sidewise, as in the upper right hand side o f Fig* 18b. These sorts 
of fea-buros have again been described extensively in  publications on 
diagenetio foa-bures of sediments. I t  grados-into convolute bedding 
mentioned below.
d. Features in  the transition  layer
Geometrically, samples from tho "transition  layer" are tho most 
sign ificant, since this part of tho section contains the largest amoimt
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of sulphide minerals. The slight changes in the rock composition 
and/or texture in this stratiom may induce a difference in the geomet­
ric  pattern or the fabric  shown by the sulphide content in the rock. 
For this reason, geometric features w il l  be discussed separately ac­
cording to the rock types of the samples collected from the mine in  
the follovring orders
i .  The sandy transition, 
i i  o The glauconitic transition , 
i i i .  The shaly transition, 
iv .  Tho dolomitic transition.
V .  The black shale f a c i e s .
I t  is worthwhile to mention that this sequence could bo consid­
ered the most common one in tho transition layer as a whole. Occas­
ional disorder in  this sequence may occur; some beds may be repeated, 
disappear, or change in position in  sequence, especially in  the case 
of the last two facies (top o f sequence).
i .  Tho sandy transition
Samples from the base o f the "transition layer" are more sandy 
than in  higher le v e ls . The disseminated sulphides in these rocks are 
galena, pyrito-marcasite, and chalcopyrite. The sandy transition  
series is  characterized by tho noted difference in  the grain size of 
sand partic les. I t  is a common feature to find layers, lens typo 
bodies, or local disseminations o f sands o f a certain grain size em­
bedded in sands of d ifferent grain size . Thin laminae o f shales and/or 
glauconite border these layers or bodies in  many places. Sulphides 
are more common in the coarser grained va rie tie s .
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Fig* 19 is  a photograph of* a sandy transition  rock from stop©
350. Excellent and nearly uninterrupted horizontal bedding is  shown 
c learly  by the fine laminae of shaly material in  the rock. Note the 
euhedral character o f tho sulphide crystals present, which are mostly 
galena. This fabric  is  considered to belong to the linear typo, i . e . ,  
tho stromatitio fabric  in F ig . 14.
i i .  The glauconite transition
Glauconite is  a common constituent of the transition  layer as 
mentioned in tho chapter on the "Stratigraphic Section Studied." A 
characteristic feature of these rockiypos is  that they break horizon­
ta lly  along bedding pianos o f one o f tho ninaorous thin glauconitic  
laminae. Glauconite (and chlorite?) may constitute more than 20^ of 
tho whole rock. F ig . 20 is  a photograph of a glauconite rich sandy 
transition rock showing perfect horizontal bedding. More glauconitic  
laminae are present in  the finer grained variety of the sand.
As in  the case of the sandy transition  series, galena is  the most 
inportant sulphide mineral that occurs in the glauconitic sandy tran­
sition  rooks, together with minor occurrences o f other sulphides such 
as pyrito-m aroasite, siegenite, and chalcopyrite.
i i i .  The shaly transition
More than any other rook type, tho transition  rock which contains 
a larger amount of shale partings, layers, laminae, etc. oarries more 
sulphides of the complex type, i . e . ,  iron-oopper-oobalt-nickol-lead- 
zino sulphides. These occurrences are almost always layered. The whole 
mass of sulphides is  layered both with regard to the enclosing rock as 
well as with regard to the sulphides themselves. F igs . 21 and 22
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illu s tra te  th is observatiorio The sample shown in F ig . 21 illu s tra te s  
the following sequence of sulphide minerals in  the d ifferen t layers 
going from bottom to top: galena, chalcopyrite, galena-chalcopyrite, 
fine chalcopyrite, and concretionary chalcopyrite. In F ig . 22 the 
sulphides are of the following nature going from bottom to top: mar- 
casite -pyrite -linnae ite , galena concretion or nodule in  the right 
side, linnaeite , and ohalcopyrite-linnaeite layers.
Layering is  pronounced in  this type o f fac ie s . In F ig . 23 two 
different rook types are presented; the upper portion is  more sandy 
and glauconitic and contains more galena crystals of euhedral char­
acter. In the lower part the rock becomes more shaly and i t  contains 
more chalcopyrite concretions or aggregates, together with minor d is­
seminations o f both linnaeite and galena.
Tho bending o f tho thin laminae around sulphide masses, sandstone 
lenses, quartz grains, etc. is  a characteristic feature o f tho rocks 
in  th is se ries . The bending or arching is  c learly  observed because 
o f the shaly antV^or glauconitic intercalations o f thin laminae which 
shows c learly  tho bending e ffec t duo to the contrast in  color between 
these darker laminae and tho ligh ter enclosing rock. A considerable 
amoxint of these features resembles to a great extent the depositional 
features in  layered rocks pictured by SHROCE. • F ig . 24 is  a
drawing of part o f a sample illu s tra t in g  tho nature o f th is  arching 
and bending in a smaller sca le . The shale laminae envelop sulphide 
masses and rock partic les  which are, in  th is  case, dolomitic and sandy 
grains .
F ig . 25 shows a typioal small scale geometric feature which was 
pictured by AMSTUTZ (1959, p . 108). Ho stated, "The ligh t layers and
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oonoretions consist o f chalcopyrite, marcasite, siegenite, and galena, 
named in  the order o f decreasing quantity. Up in  the picture is  up in  
the bedding i The shaly-sandy layers bend around tho concretions of 
sulphides." The san^ple corresponding to th is desoription was studied 
in  detail and tho bending of tho sandy-shaly laminated layers which 
is  present both under and over the sulphide masses was drawn. F ig .
25b is  a detailed drawing of part o f tho san^le illu s tra t in g  the men­
tioned feature. This geometric pattern has been observed in  many other 
sediments. The picture and tho drawing can bo considered to be o f the 
same nature as the feature pictured by RUCHIN (1958, p . 249) o f a 
gypsum concretion embedded in  tho Cretaceous of South Fergana. These 
features are typ ica l fo r many sediments and can bo used fo r a deter­
mination o f top and bottom, as described by SHROCK (1948) and others.
The sulphide mineral content, together with the habit o f tho 
sulphides themselves, shows some variation  with the s ligh t changes 
in the litho logy  of tho enclosing rook. F ig . 26 is  a typ ioal exao^le 
of th is observation which w i l l  be discussed in d e ta il. The orig ina l 
san^le measures about 18 cm. in a l l  three dimensions • The basa l part 
of the sample, measuring 6 cm. in  thickness, is  a glauconitic sandy 
layer which is  divided into two halves by a shaly layer. The lower 
part is  rich  in  chalcopyrite concretions and tho upper part in  linnaeite , 
which occurs in  cubic crystals o f perfect growth lines and faces • A  
part o f an octahedron or a comer o f a cube is  conspicuous in  the mat­
r ix .  On top o f the mentioned layer s its  a 7 cm. layer which is  very
rich in  galena. The basal 4 cm. o f th is unit is  formed o f a glaucon-
e
i t ic  shaly bed which contains euhedral galena c ry sta ls . The boundary 
of some o f these crystals is  sometimes more or less rounded (megascopic-
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a l ly ) .  Th© upper 3 cm. are formed o f a massive aggregate o f galena 
with prominent cleavage. Above the galena crystal aggregate follows 
a 2 cm. layer o f a rock which in  tho most part looks like tho lowest 
portion o f the sarnie. I t  is  o f the same mineral composition, but tho 
grains are much fin e r , and the sulphides are found in  minute dissemin­
ations. On top o f th© sequence is a dark layer, characterized by a 
higher content o f shale laminae. This layer attains a thickness of 3 cm. 
and contains much.larger galena crysta ls. Tho shale laminae abut against 
and bond around these crystals which are, fo r the most part, euhedral 
or subhodral in  character.
Tho nature o f tho chalcopyrite occurrences in  the shaly-sandy 
transition proved interesting, Chalcopyrite masses, which usually  
carry siegenite, are almost always irregular* in shape, and no euhedral 
crystals of i t  have been foxmd. Chalcopyrite masses occxir usually as 
concretions or dendritic and le a f-lik e  masses. F ig . 27 shows a sandy 
shaly rock rich in  chalcopyrite concretions or "leaves" which usually  
extend in  tho th ird dimension. As shown in  F ig . 28, some o f those con­
cretionary dendrites have botryoidal and show some sort of a rad­
ia l  texture. When siegenite is  present in the chalcopyrite masses, i t  
always takes a central position and is never foimd at or on tho boimd- 
ary. Tho extension o f tho lowest " le a f"  in  tho sample shown in  F ig . 28 
towards the back is  shown on the out at tho right side of the sanqple.
From this and many other observations, i t  is  believed that these 
dendrites, " leaves ," or concretions are often conneoted in  tho throe 
dimensional sense. Regarding their value as top and bottom c r ite r ia ,  
tho evidence from a fa ir  number o f observations leads to tho conclusion 
that they can bo used as v a lid  top-bottom feature, since in  most o f
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the cases, the upper boundary o f tho " le a f"  is  more irregu la r and con­
tains many indentations. On the other hand, th© lower boundary is  
compsiratively regu lar, even, and smooth. F ig . 29 is  a drawing o f a 
typioal case, showing the nature of a chalcopyrite " lo a f "  in  tho shaly- 
sandy transition .
Local irregu la rity  in  tho shape or tho fabric  o f tho rock is  also  
a minor feature found in  this part of tho transition  series and pro­
duces some sort of convolute bedding. F ig . 30 is  a drawing o f part o f  
a mixed rook which contains sulphides, especia lly  galena. Tho rook is  
formed o f shaly-sandy dolomite. Broken pieces o f a l l  throe types are 
also found in tho matrix as bigger grains, together with sulphide 
grains. Minor fo ld ing , bonding, ©to. has apparently disturbed tho 
position o f tho p a rt ic le s . This feature shows sim ilarities  to others 
described by CRCWELL (1957, p . 1001 and 1002) and which ho oalled  
"slump structures and intraformational b recc ia ."
On a dump sample, a cross-cutting feature was observed in  tho same 
rook typo. Hero, a ve in -like  sulphide stringer cuts across tho bedding 
at an angle o f 50® to 90®, starting and terminating within tho speci­
men, leading from one horizon to another. Top and bottom features were 
looking. Details on the geometry of th is "ve in let" w i l l  fo llow  in tho 
section on the microscopic features.
iv .  Tho dolomitic transition
Sulphides in  tho dolomitic transition  series an© oharacterizod by 
their thick bedded nature. Galena layers within the dolomitic beds 
consist either o f disseminations o f euhedral crystals or o f masses o f  
mineral aggregates. F ig . 31 is  a typical illu s tra t io n  of galena
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oocurrences in  tho transition  rocks o f dolomitic character. Bedding 
is  compacted below galena crystals and arched above them, a character­
is t ic  feature of the deposit. This feature shows sim ilari'ty to the 
drawing by WELLER (1960, p . 117) which illu s tra te s  a calcareous con­
cretion in  shale. Ho described th is bonding o f the shale layers a - 
round the concretion as due to diagenetio oompaction o f the shale, 
subsequent to tho formation of tho oonoretion.
An interesting feature in  A dolomitic rook is  illu s tra ted  in  F ig . 
32. The center o f the rook contains a mass o f coarse grained sulphides, 
mostly chalcopyrite, which contains dolomite and oa lc ite  c rysta ls . S it ­
ting on top is  a dolomitic layer containing small vugs. UnderIjfiug 
the sulphides are 10 to 12 bands o f alternating shale and sulphide 
laminae which are of m arcasite-pyrite composition. These bands esdiib- 
i t  gentle fo ld ing on tho le f t  side, xvhere there ex ist  two "troughs."
Tho e ffect o f fo ld ing on the thicknesses o f the bands is  not pronoxmced, 
yet there is  a decrease in  thickness on top. o f tho central c rest. Be­
low tho bands are a number o f druses, vugs, or empty spaces o f d i f ­
ferent s izes . Tho ones under tho unfolded area to tho righ t are more 
smooth and ©vonj those under th© bigger fo ld  are thinner and contain 
minute oalcite c ry sta ls . Under tho crest, the vug contains w ell de­
veloped sulphide crysta ls , id iile  the spade under tho smaller trough is  
flattened at the contact of the basal band and forms an incoutlet©  
c irc le  in  tho underlying rock. I t  also contains sulphide and oa lc ite  
crystals of larger s izes . The bottom o f the sample is  formed o f dolo- 
mitic rock o f the same character as tho one on top , but oocasionally i t  
contains sulphide ;masses in  an in tricate  intergrowAh with the main 
mass o
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Vo The black shale facies
Samples coHooted from black shale layers exhibit an imique geo­
metric texture. Sulphides contained in these rocks are a l l  of the d is­
seminated type, i . e . ,  an ophthalmitio fab ric . Galena predominates as 
the main sulphide mineral contained in these rocks. I t  always occurs 
in  euhedral crystals, mostly cubes, vfith occasional faces. F ig . 33 
shows a piece o f black shale with numerous disseminations of euhedral 
galena crystals .
e . Features in the dolomite
Sulphide minerals are common constituents of tho Bonneterre dolo­
mite. Samples collected from this bed show that galena predominates 
over other sulphides • Sulphide occurrences in the dolomite belong to 
the following geomotrio types: layered, disseminated, breooiated, in  
fractures, in vugs, and as nodules.
Most o f tho occurrences o f the sulphides in the dolomites belong 
to the linear or stromatitio fab ric . Samples collected contain !fe.yers 
of galena that range from 1 to 10 cm. F ig . 34 shows two samples with 
typ ically  bedded ore. Th© sample to the lo ft  contains a galena layerj 
the one to the right contains bands of d ifferent sulphides.
Disseminations of sulphides are quite common in  the dolomite. 
Euhedral galena crystals and some pyrite-maroasito crystals ooour as 
disseminations of d ifferent sizes in  th© dolomite layer.
Breooiation is  also a common feature in  those rocks. Intraform­
ational breooiation has been observed in  places in  the mine. Dimp 
samples also showed abundant breooiated ohanacter o f the rooks. Galena 
always coats or cements the broken fragments of dolomite. F ig . 35 is
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a photograph of a piece o f brecciated dolomite with galena as the cem­
enting agent.
Fractures in  dolomite often contain sulphides, especially  galena. 
The sulphide mineral occurs in  minut© fractures o f d ifferen t trend, 
p a ra lle l, inclined, or at right angles to the bedding. F ig . 36 shows 
a galena body enclosed in a dolomite rook which was o r ig in a lly  a big  
nodule enclosed in  shaly dolomite. In the same sample, galena is  
foimd also in  minor horizontal, inclined, and vertica l features.
Druses and vugs €o*e quite common in  the dolomite layer. Sulphide 
minerals ocour as crystals in  these vugs together with oalcite and 
quartz crysta ls . Marcasite often occurs in  tetrahedral forms, galena 
as cubes and cubo-octahedrons, and chalcopyrite in  sta lac tlt io  columns, 
with galena in  the center. A very few yellowish h a ir -llk e  needles 
were observed in  a nodular vug. They show tho ohanacteristics o f m iller- 
i t e .  F ig . S7 shows a collection o f smaller sulphide and oa lc ite  cry­
stals collected from vugs in the dolomite layer. Marcasite tetrahedral 
forms are often covered or coated by chalcooite and bom ito in  thin  
film s. Galena cubes and cubo-octahedrons are uaimilly covered by a thin  
film  o f iron sulphides. A group o f tho d ifferent forms in  which ga l­
ena occurs in  tho vugs is  pictured in F ig . 38.
An interesting feature was foimd in  the rook material lin ing  a 
vug in  tho Bonneterre layer. F ig * 39 is  a drawing o f part of tho vug 
showing the behavior o f each constituent mineral. The basa l part is  
a massive compact dolomite containing laminae and disseminations o f 
glauconite. Extending in  th is rock are various fuimel shaped bodies, 
with tho wider portions towards the top. They are darker in  color 
and shown in  so lid  black in  the drawing. By mioroscopio study o f these
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bodies, i t  was found that they are f i l l e d  with sulphides* The geo­
metric pattern is  sim ilar to tho feature pictured by SHROCK (1948, p* 
198)* There, a coarser grained s i lt y  sand is  underlain by a fin e r  
grained variety* A vo rtica l layer o f quartz grains exists in  tho lower 
layer* Ho interpreted tho feature to bo due to craok f i l l in g  while tho 
overlying sand was being deposited*
Tho "sulphide nodules" are characterized by th e ir concretionary 
outline* The most important feature in  these nodules is  the sequence 
of tho sulphide minerals* From various observations on th© character 
of these nodules, i t  was found that the sequence o f tho sulphide min­
erals i s ,  as a ru le , as follows*
-Marcasite is  found at the oenter and, on the whole, i t  constitutes 
tho iMiin body o f the nodule*
- N e x t  l i n n a e i t e  ( s i e g e n i t e )  foirm s a  t h i n  l a y e r ,  a n d  t h i s  i s  e i t h e r  
c o a t e d  b y ,  l o c k e d  t o ,  o r  r e p l a c e d  ( p o s i t i o n a l l y )  b y  a  l a y e r  o f  
a  o h a l c o p y r i t o - l i n n a o i t o  m ix t u r e *
«<A galena layer forms the outer coating and consists usually  o f  
perfect cubes; i t  contains, in  most cases, some sphalerite .
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F ig . 15. Ophthalnltio to laerisndtlo t«3d»ire 
a'nowa jy a psa'ii oi“ tho bouldor layer tu sboj>e 443. 
The k a ifo  shoura tlie soalo .
P3.g. 16. A elos«-up  picture o f the boulder shemn In  the 
tipper right hand oomer o f Fig. 15. The outer rim is  darker 
due to oxidation o f iron content in the eonstituent m inerals.
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Pig* 17* Dranrlng of part of the boulder bod, illurtrating tho 
beadiog of the ahale laolnae aroimd granite pobblea and aulphide ag- 
gloaoerationa. Undauihed areae are pabblea of gxranitle eonpoaitlon. 
Ooeopara with 7a fabric in Fig. 14.
Pig. 18. Sulphide eoBoretioac in sandy faeies, samples oollaoted 
froai Stope 580. The geometry of sulphides and the enoloaiag rook is 
typioal for the upper portions of 'ttie Lamotte sandstone. Solid bleak 
in Pig. 18b represents open spaces inside the sulphide eonoretlons.
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F ig . 19. Linear or ctroraatlti c fobrio In the sandy 
faoies of the traneition  series (stope 350). Bote tho ou- 
hodral. oharaotor o f the dlseendnatod sulphides, oonsisting 
o f galena and py rite .
Fig. 20. Linear or strcnsatitie fabric in the 
glftuoonitio layers of the transition series (stope 
5S0). Qlaueonlte is more abundant in the sande of 
finer gz-ained oharaoter.
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Fig* 21* A photogaraph o f layered sulphides in  
the shaly traaeition  series (stope 550)* Top o f  
photograph is  top o f bed in  nature*
Fig* 2£. A photograph of layered sulphides in  the shaly 
tz*ansitlan aeries (stope 530). Bote the galena oonoretion or 
lens to the righ t in  the photograph*
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Pig* 2S. Drawing of part of sample fr<»n the treuisition series, 
stope 550* Upper portion; sandy glauconitio faoies with abundant gal­
ena crystals* Lower part; shaly glauconitio rook with abundant ohaloo- 
pyrite masses. Blaok strips and disseminations represent part of the 
glauoonitio laminae*
Fig* 24. Showing tho relation between the sulphide masses (op) 
and the shaly transition rook* The undulating oharaoter of the shale 
laminae ia obsenred in some places. Dotted areas are sandy patches in 
the rook; they are free of sulphide minerals*
7t
Fig* 85a* Small 8oalc goowtrlc feature 
in trie aiialy glauoonitio sandstone. Pictured 
oy AJSSiUi*?. (1969, p* IOC)* Sec also Fig. 26b*
Fig* 26b* Dresring of part of Fig* 25o« ehoelng flno 
Xasdnatlons of shale end glauconite that arch doscmsord and 
upward around the sulphide maseee* Refer to text.
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Lithology Thickneaa in om* Deacriptictti
—
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- \ 3" ^
5
A daxk layer, with much more ahale laminae, 
where layearing ia clear; it ia interrupted 
by larger galena crystals which are euhedral 
to subhodral.
2
A layer which looks the same as the lowest 
glauconitio sandy layer, with about the same 
mineral composition, but here the xsineral 
grains are much finer; crystallinity, obscure.
> . - 
9^ X " ^
ss&m
7
Galena layort the upper portion of this 
layer oonslats of a zaassive galena aggregate* 
The lower portion is cozqposed of euhedral 
galena orystals (sometimes with roxuxded 
boundaries) disseminated in glauconitio shale
o o 
o  ^  ^
O o 6
Glauconitic sandy transition, with the up­
per portion rich in siegenite (with perfect 
crystal faces) and the lower portion rich 
in chalcopyrite intergrown with siegenite*
Fig* ZB9 A oroB8-5#otion drawn in ao-tual aize for a part of a
largo saraple rioh in aulphidos (atopo 650)* The inlnuto ohangoa in 
tho lithology are aooompaniod by a oonsldorablo ohange In both tho 
aulphido mineral content and the form of tho individual sulphidaa as 
shown in the desoription of thia figure (right aide).
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Fig* 27. Complex sulphide masses of ohaloopyrite, siegoziite, 
maroasite, and galena in the shaly transition series, sample from 
stope 550* The white area to the upper left is a dolomite nodule 
which is fine grained, lighter in color, more massive, and free of 
sulphide adnerals* Irregular bodies of the sulphide masses produoe 
oonoretionsiry pattern. The ground mass is a sandy shale* It is 
coarse grained and darker in color than the dolomite nodule* The 
sulphide masses are in the form of "leaflets” or dendrites of ir­
regular boundaries* It is believed that these bodies are conneoted 
together in the third dimension, as shown in t±ie polished out to the 
left of the san^le* Note the nature of the bending of the dolomite 
nodule under and over the sulphide grains in the right side of the 
nodule•
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Fig* 28. The botryoidal, radial charaoter of eooto sulphide 
dendrites or "leaves” is pictured. The upper left portion of the 
rook is Bore sandy, the upperaost portion contains also glaucoziite 
grains and laminae. Disseminations of glauconite are also abundant 
in the ground mass of shaly-sandy dolomite* The dendrites or "leaves” 
of siAlphides are composed aliaost wholly of chalcopyrite* Uasy of 
them contain siegenite granules, espeoially at or near the oenter of 
the mass* The extension of these dendrites in the third dimension 
is Bhoim on the polished surface at the right side.
Fig* 29* An enlarged drsalng of a typioal ooourrenoe of ohaloo- 
pyrite maaaea in the shaly transition series. Sote the difference 
between the upper and the lower boundaries of the ntass*
Fig* 50* A drawing of a part of an irregular feature sometljoes 
found in the shaly ti*anaition series* The rock encloalsg the sulpliide 
minerals is a mixed faoies formed of shales, sand, and doloznite. Broken 
pieces of doloadte, together with sosus sandy patches, are included in 
tl^ mixed rock* Minor folds and faults on a very small scale can be 
observed In the rock. The order of tho sulphide masses ia irregular 
and follows no certain pattern*
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Fig* 31* Sulphide ooisjoretions embedded in  lajainated shaly—eamdy 
dolomite* Bedding i s  oompactod below tlie sulphide areas. Lssdnse 
are also arched gently over the masses. The sulpliidoe are aggregates 
o f galena, and they show perfect oloavuge, but tho boundaries are 
more or less  rounded in  some p laces.
F ig . 3S. A dolomite rook very rich  in  sulphide m inerals, espec­
i a l l y  chalcopyrite. The rock contains minor vugs tdiich are ropros«ited  
by blaok areas. Continuous, folded lines are thin shale laminae.
Dashed areas arc dolomitic, undashod areas are sulphides of coarce 
grained character, and are sonetines locked to dolomite tind ca lo ite  
grains •
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F ig . 33. Euhedral disserdna-bions of* sulphides in  the 
blaok shales (dump sample).
P ig .  34. Bedded sulphides; sample to l e f t  shows 
a th ick band o f galena in  a dolom itic rook. Specimen 
to the r ig h t  shows layered sulphides in  a shaly dolomite 
rock.
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Z Z . 'Dol:^ i.d.to-O'alp;iido brsccia «iu«a? sas^le). 
Th® sulijliido r.ilnerals are oi'yc'^ ja.l. c^rogatoi, of gaJLana.
Fig. 36. Oalena. body encXosod In dolcmlt® lezui. Besidos 
tl» ▼orbtottl bo<tr* soveral minor layers of galena or® bedded 
vrith bh® dolonni-be rccGc* Base of saaiple ia blaok sliale with 
dia»«aint'.teu and layerod galena orystal aggregates.
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Fig* 37. Sulphicle cvy'&-&al8 f^oa vugs lA tho Bojmeterro 
dolomite. The upper row ooneiste of aggregateB of maroasite 
and oaloiwe crystal*, lluroaoite tetrahedrons are tarnished 
by bomi t o  aad ciiuXcooite ooatings. The loner row denslts 
of galena crystals whlob are coated somstlnes by oaroasite.
•  #
/cm
A oolleotion of galena orystals, shovrinag diiV 
Crystals te th^ left are cubes, the ones to 
the right are more 02* less octahedrons, in beteeen are grad­






Glo-uconitic s a n d
1 Dolomite
Explan oktion
Fig* 58* Part of a dnuie from the Bonneterre layer* Thia portion 
was on the lower side of the druse in tho bed. The surrounding rook is 
hard ooopaot dolosd.te, which is represented at the bottom of the draw- 
ingj it oontslns oocasionally glauconite laminae arxd disseminations. On 
top of this lies a sandy gXauocmitio faoies from which funnel-shaped 
dark bodies extend into the dolomite layer. Lining the druse are oal- 
oite orystals whloh also contain sulphides, mainly ohaloopyrite and 
galena. This is represented in the upper right hand side of the rook* 
Another sulphide oonoretion is present in the dolomite and represented 
in the lower right hand side in the drawing.
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2, Microscopic Features
The m ateria l discussed in  th is  section o f the thesis has been 
co llected  throuj^h the study o f a to ta l of 150 sections, including 120 
polished sections and 30 thin  sections.
The study o f the features under both re fle c ted  and transm itted  
ligh t  permits u se fu l and in structive  comparisons. The id ea l too l fo r  
a d irect comparison o f polished sections v/ith thin sections, i . e . ,  
for the study o f one and the sr".o spo'c of a sample under re fle c ted  and 
transratted  l ig h t ,  is  to make use of polished th in  sections as des­
cribed by AJiSTUTZ (i9 6 0 ).  These polished th in  sections have the d is ­
advantage that they normally exh ib it a chagrined (ir re g u la r ) su rface , 
and are not id ea l fo r v/ork under o i l  immersion. Another method was 
therefore applied vfhich allov/s fo r  almost d irect comi)arison. A sample 
vras cut ce.refully and the two opposibe surfaces vrere used fo r  a p o l­
ished and fo r  a th in  section respective ly .
I t  was f e l t  that there is  a gap in  the study o f d iffe ren t  features  
between the hand specimen scale and the much sm aller microscopic sca le . 
Therefore, one-to-one photographs have been tsdeen o f some o f the th in  
sections. Some o f  these have been enlarged and p ictured  in  d iffe ren t  
places of th is  section . This is  sn attempt to f i l l  port o f tho gap 
betvreon the two d iffe ren t  scales at which the geometric features and 
patterns are studied.
As in the case of the megascopic fea tu res , descriptions o f tho 
geometric patterns in  th is section ore lim ited , to a certa in  extent, 
to tho rocks that carry sulphide m inerals, since tho aim o f th is  
thesis  is  to describe and to work out c r it e r ia  fo r the genotio h is ­
tory  o f  sulphide formationo
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Tho descriptive terms used should also be free o f genetic con­
notations. The intergrovTbh pattern of the d iffe ren t sulphide minerals 
and their re la tion  to the enclosing rock are important features in  
this study. Designations o f the locking types are lim ited to those 
offered by AI.STTJTZ (1954 and 1960) and reproduced as F ig . 40, a chart 
03? the "geometric c la ss ific a t io n  o f the basic intergro'vrth patterns of 
m inerals." D ivisions and types included in  the chart have been re ­
ferred to in d iffe ren t places in th is  section.
Because o f the lim ited time and space allowed fo r  this th es is , i t  
was d if f ic u lt  to re s tr ic t  the discussion and description on certain  
features, since each section studied represents interesting and s ig ­
n ificant features. The most important patterns which are fundajiiontal 
for the present work, vn.ll be discussed under the follov/ing d iv isions:
a. Depositional features
b . B acteria -lik e  disseminations
0 . "D isruption" features
d. Crystal habit and form energy
e. Zoning in  crystals
f .  Feldspar a lteration
a. Depositional featiures
Gangue p a rt ic le s , especia lly  quartz grains, display remarkable 
features in polished as well as in  thin sections. F ig . 41 i l lu s tra te s  
a large quartz grain which sits  on top of a mass and a layer o f chalco­
py rite . The upper portion o f the sulphide mass is  highly broken up and 
it s  boundary is  quite irre gu la r . The lov/er part is  massive with smaller 
breaks at it s  boundary with the enclosing sediment. I t  appears that, 
because o f the weight o f the overlying sediments during the processes
A GEOMETRIC CLASSIFICATION OF 
BASIC INTERGROWTH PATTERNS OF MINERALS
A connotation-free set of purely descriptive patterns, 1) for studies of rocks and mineral deposits, particularly for the present revision of genetic theories, 2) for ore dressing microscopy, metallography, and other fields of applied petrology, mineralogy, and metallurgy.
Between most of these nine common locking types there are naturally gradational transitions with regard to both pattern and size. Particl? or grain size data are a pre-requisite of any accurate study of rocks and mineral deposits and enhance the value of this chart.
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V
Type la Simple Intergrowth or locking type;rectilinear or gently curved bounda­ries. Most common type, many examples.
Type lb Mottled, spotty, or amoeba-type locking or Intergrowth. Simple, common pattern; many examples.
Type Ic Graphic, myrmekitic, or "eutectic"type. Common; examples: chalcopyrite and stannite; quartz and feldspars; etc.
Type Id Disseminated, emulsion-like, drop-like, buckshot or peppered type. Common; examples: chalcopyrite in sphaleriteor stannite; sericite, etc. in feld­spars; tetrahedrite in galena; etc.
Type 2a Coated, mantled, enveloped, corona-, rim-, ring-, shell-, or atoll-llke. Common; examples: chalcocite or covel­lite around pyrite, sphalerite, galena; etc.; kelyphite rim, and other rims.
Type 2b Concentrlc-spherulitic, or multiple shell-type. Fairly common; ex.: uranite with galena, chalcopyrite, bornite; cerussite-limonite; Mn- and Fe-oxi des; etc.
Type 3a Vein-like, stringer-like, or sandwich- 
type. Common; ex.: molybdenite-pyrite; silicates; carbonates; phosphates; etc.
Type 3b Lamellae - layered, or polysynthetic 
type. Less common; examples: pyrrhot i te-pent i and!te; chi or Ite-clays; etc.
Type 3c Network, boxwork, or Widmanstatter-type. Less common; ex.: hematite-i Imenite- magnetite; bornite or cubanite In chalcopyri te; milleri te-1i nnei te; metals; etc.
G. C. Amstutz - 1954, i960
Pig* 40* Chart o f a geometric c lass­
ific a t io n  of the basic ihtergrowth patterns 
o f minerals (published as Data Sheet 21 of 
the Amerioon Geological In stitu te , 1960). 
This o lassifioation  has been followed in  the 
description of the microsoopio geometric 
features in  this stu(^ as i t  constitutes 
the only c lass ification  which is  free o f 
genetic connotations*
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of diagenesis and because the sulphide mass v/as only partly  c ry sta l­
lized , it s  upper portion was fragmented under the quartz gra in . Re­
garding the lower mass, the weight o f the overlying quartz grain  and/or 
the overlying sedimentary layer produced load cast type ir re gu la r it ie s  
in the boundary with the enclosing rook.
Another feature representing about the same pattern is  shov/n in  
F ig . 42. Hero, i t  is  easy to see pressure twins in  the marcasite 
crystals (forming the sulphide portion in this case ), especia lly  at 
or near the boundary o f the quartz grain .
This type o f feature could be used as a microscopic top-bottom  
feature, since i t  has been observed many times, and the sequence alvrays 
agrees with the actual top and bottom in  the bedding.
Shale laminae and glauconite partings also present features o f 
in te rest. Thinning and thickening o f the shaly layers is  a typioal 
feature in the studied sections, and in  most oases, i t  was found that 
the thinning occurs under and/or over sulphide masses. Q^8Lrtz grains 
of coarser character a ffe c t  also the variation  in the thicknesses o f  
the shale layers , espeoially  when they overlay them. F ig . 43 i l l u s t ­
rates a common feature in  the shaly samples. This is  the abuting o f  
the th in  shale laminae against, and arching or bending around, the su l­
phide concretions and agglomerations. Reference i s  also made to F ig .44 , 
which represents the same feature with euhedral galena orystals as the 
sulphide constituent instead of chalcopyrite concretions and agglomer­
ations.
With regard to the geometric arrangement o f the sulphides them­
selves, layering is  a prominent feature. In the nodules th is layering  
is  concentric, the d iffe ren t sulphide minerals forming d iffe ren t sh e lls .
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From a large member of observations in  polished sections, the same 
sequence o f layers or zones vras always found to be present. I t  is  
tho same described in tho section on megascopic features*
S trin g -lik e  arrangements of individual sulphides, " a t o l l  struc­
tures" formed by pyrite and siegenite crysta ls , are common inside chal- 
oopyrite masses. F ig . 45 illu s tra te s  some pyrite and siegenite crystals  
forming a lay e r-lik e  band inside chalcopyrite. Up in  the picture is  up 
in  the bedding.
Disseminated, exsolution -liko textures (looking type Id ) are also 
present in  the form of sphalerite partic les in chalcopyrite, and bravo­
ite  partic les in  pyrite and in  siegen ite.
b . B aoteria -like  disseminations
Spheroidal pyrite grains are quite common in  the dolomitic beds. 
They occur in minute partic les  disseminated betvfeen the dolomite grains. 
F ig . 46 illu s tra te s  a typ ica l exati^le o f "ttiis feature . The character 
of the dolomite grains is  rather unique. They appear to be partly  
rounded and partly  angular; some of them even disp lay a peculiar convex 
curvature•
Zoned orystals of pyrite -bravo ite  are also common as fine d is­
seminations in  the gangue and in  chalcopyrite m atrixes. F ig . 47 is  an 
example o f th is typo o f occurrence. This feature could also be seen 
in  F ig s . 50 and 69, whsre pyrite  and pyrite -bravo ite  orystals ocour as 
bacteria -lik e  disseminations in  about the same character. P ro f. P . 
Ramdohr (personal comniunication) is  o f  the opinion that th is feature  
is  typical fo r low temperature o f formation. He mentioned that these
forms occur in  deposits fonned under 50®C. Sim ilar disseminations are 
pictured by KEIL (1956, p. 50 and 51, F igs . 23, 24, 25) from the
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M ississippi V a lley  Type deposits in S ile s ia ,
c* "D isruption" features
The term "disruption” is  used here to designate the broken char­
acter o f the rock as a whole or o f individual ^ a in s .  Included under 
th is d iv ision  are minor fau lting  and bending, cross-cutting features, 
ir re g u la r it ie s  in  sedimentation, "th ixotrop ic" features, fracture f i l l ­
ing patterns, etc .
Small fau lts  of a restric ted  extent have been observed in  a number 
of samples. They represent minor displacements in  the layered char­
acter o f the rock. F ig . 48 illu s tra te s  one example. Along some fau lt  
planes, sulphide minerals o f  a badly broken character occur. In a 
sulphide body, ly ing almost normal to the bedding, i t  was fo\md that 
the sulphides d isplay an unique fa b r ic . Chalcopyrite and pyrite  ocour 
as a network pattern between the rock matter. They sometimes f i l l  f r a ­
ctures in them. Pyrite pseudomorphs a fte r marcasite have also been 
observed. F ig . 49 illu s tra te s  part o f th is  feature , v/hich heis also  
been described in  tho section on megascopic featu res.
I t  is  common to find  broken sulphide grains as w e ll as broken gan- 
guo minerals which are cemented by galena. F ig . 50 shows broken mar­
casite orystals which are embedded in  a "sea" o f galena. Mechanical 
breaking or possib ly  thixotropic d isintegration  features are common in  
dolomites. The property termed thixotropy is  defined by WRT.T.FP (1960,
Po 112) and by Webster* s D ictionary. F ig* 51 i llu s tra te s  such a feature 
which could be considered to be a transition  to true breccia  formation, 
since the dolomite appears to be p a rt ly  broken up into individual 
blocks; i t  i s  lo ca lly  cemented by irregu la r  galena agglomerations and
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disseminations o Polished sections from the same rock, a part o f ■which 
i s  pictured in  F ig s . 51 and 52, confirmed this property on a microsoopio 
soa le . Broken features are common in  a l l  four polished sections made 
from this rock. F ig . 52 illu s tra te s  one example where large zoned pyrite* 
bravoite c rysta ls  (only one complete crysta l v is ib le  in  the figu re ) are 
embedded in  a coarse grained dolomitic rock (upper righ t h a l f ) .  Belovir, 
follows the next layer which consists of finer grained dolomite that 
contains broken pieces, spheroidal gra in s, and idiomorphic crystals o f 
py rite . The basa l boundary o f the triangu lar cut of the crystal in  
the upper le f t  hand side o f F ig . 52 is  m issing. This is  shovm. dearly  
in  F ig . 52, where the py rite  cover o f tho crystal at the base is  miss­
in g , and even the edge o f the bravoite is  irre gu la r . I t  should bo men­
tioned that th is  part s it s  immediately on top o f some sort of a bedding 
plane, and up in  the picture is  up in  the bedding.
The fimnel shaped penetrations o f sulphides in the dolomite, de­
scribed megascopically, are shovm on a microscopic soalo in  Figs.’ 54 
and 55. The -wide area o f sulphides at the head o f the funnel shovm in  
F ig . 55 is  much larger than what was observed in  a polished section  
made from the same spot. The thin sulphide vein let leading upv/ards is  
actually  connected with b igger sulphide masses at a higher le v e l, as 
shown, in the l e f t  part o f F ig . 54.
Irregu lar vein lets of sulphides, espec ia lly  galena are quite com­
mon both in  the sulphides themselves and in  the d iffe ren t rooks. F ig .
56 is  an example o f these vein lets in  a chalcopyrite mass. This pattern  
is  considered to belong to type Id in  the locking chart (F ig . 40 ). F ig .
57 is  a photomicrograph of a vein let o f galena in  g ran ite . The sample 
from which th is  thin section v-ras made is  from the mine face photographed
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in  F ig . 6 , -^ vhere large and small fractures in the granite a.re f i l l e d  
vd.th sulphides, as w ell as -vvith sediments of the same nature as tho 
overlying beds.
F ig . 58 shows the same feature on a much smaller sca le , where a 
galena ve in le t occurs in  a zoned single crystal o f bre-voite. The bravo­
ite  crystal is  broken into two pieces which have been pushed apart.
(This interpretation  is  based on the fact that the tv/o pieces can be 
joined back together to form a uniform crystal as shown c le a r ly  in  the 
f ig u re . ) Galena has f i l l e d  the space produced by the breakage.
Another observation which belongs to th is class o f irregu la r  fea t ­
ures is  the disturbed or irregu la r  c ry s ta lliz a t io n . This could be 
observed in single orystals as w e ll as in  crystal aggregates. F ig . 59 
shows an example, vfhere a duplex of zoned bravoite and pyrite shows 
cross-cutting intergrowth relationships vd.th a d iffe ren t generation of 
siegen ite .
A notev/orthy feature is  pictured in  F ig . 60. Defin ite galena oc-. 
curs as a fracture f i l l i n g  in  siegenite on the le f t  side o f the photo­
micrograph. On the righ t side, towards the top , galena occurs as a net­
work embedded in gangue and around a euhedral siegenite c ry s ta l. To­
wards the bottom, the fractures in  siegenite are f i l l e d  with dLti»r ga l­
ena or o a t t ie r ite , the cobalt rich  member of the bravoite group. The 
re f le c t iv ity , the texture, and the association between tho galena bor­
dering siegenite to the l e f t ,  and that locked in tr ic a te ly  to gangue to 
the upper r ig h t , appear to be somewhat d iffe ren t. These d ifferences are, 
fo r  the f i r s t  variety  o f galena, one, the clear surface with perfect  
cleavage, two, higher re f le c t iv ity  (about 2^ )  and three, the comnion as­
sociation with siegen ite; fo r the second variety  they are, one, the
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spongy texture, two, lovfer re f le c t iv ity , and three, the coimnon assoc­
iation  m th gangue minerals. Hov/ever, these differences may be due 
only to an optical i llu s io n  e ffec t, produced by the d ifferen t media 
to which the mineral is  locked. The grayish mineral veining the id io ­
morphic siegenite grain to the right is  s t i l l  somewhat d iffe ren t, in  
that i t  is  s ligh t ly  b lu ish  and could therefore be o a tt ie r ite .
Another color difference in  one and the same mineral occurs in  
ohaloopyrite. Y/here chalcopyrite is found locked inside siegenite  
(type 2a, as in  F igs. 47 and 71) i t  has a d istinct clean bright yellow  
oolor and no tarnish ; when i t  occurs as masses that are locked to other 
sulphides, espeoially  py rite , in  d ifferen t patterns, but not inside  
siegenite, ( e . g . .  F igs . 45 and 49) i t  displays lower re f le c t iv ity  due 
to beginning or strong tarn ish .
On f i r s t  observation, i t  was believed that these differences might 
be due to a s ligh t  difference in  the chemical composition, in  view of 
the constant association with looking o f one type inside siegenite  
throughout the sections studied. P ro f. P . Ramdohr (personal conraiuni- 
cation) stated, however, that th is marked oolor difference is  duo to 
an e lectro ly tic  e ffect causing (ancy^or.preventing) tarn ish . Tho chal­
copyrite locked to siegenite in  type 2a locking is  prevented from be­
ing tarnished, whereas the other variety  acquires a tarnish  in  a very 
short time. Figure 61 is  a photomicrograph i l lu s t ra t in g  one example 
of th is e ffe c t . The three zones, from le f t  to r igh t, are chalcopyrite, 
siegenite, and chalcopyrite. The very low re f le c t iv ity  and irregu lar  
surfaces produced in the chalcopyrite on the le f t  side is  due to the 
pronounced tarn ish , while the one on the right side of the central 
f ie ld ,  which is  siegenite, does not acquire any tarnish  whatsoever.
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This f ie ld  o f chalcopyrite constitutes a portion o f an area enclosed 
inside siegen ite .
habit and form energy
Most o f the sulphide minerals frequently occur as euhedral cry­
s ta ls , and exh ib it a certain  range o f habits . Galena occurs as cubes 
and cubo-octahedrons, pyrite  and siegenite as cubes and pyritohedrons, 
marcasite as elongated len s -lik e  c ry sta ls , bravoite as cubes and p y rit ­
ohedrons, wurtzite as elongated grains, occasionally with hexagonal angles
A b r ie f  discussion of some d iffe ren t crystal habits w i l l  fo llow .
The features within and aroimd a single galena crysta l are discussed in  
d e ta i l .  The c rysta l is  an elongated cubo-octahedron, measuring about 
1 cm. along the elongated axis and 0.5 cm. normal to that ax is . On top 
of th is crysta l and in  the center, s its  a group o f p erfectly  euhedral 
siegenite crysta ls one of which is  shown in F ig . 62. At the base o f 
these siegenite c ry sta ls , a group of various minerals o f other sulphides 
occur, partly  locked to the siegen ite . F ig . 63 i l lu s t ra te s  a small por­
tion  o f th is basa l area. The siegenite crysta ls  themselves enclose a 
four-sided  and a six -s ided  bravoite c ry sta l. Bravoite orystals are also  
embedded in a matrix o f galena and surrounded by chalcopyrite. F ig . 64 
shows part o f the boundary o f the. main galena c ry sta l. I t  is  coated by 
groups o f euhedral bravoite grains and these are 'coated again by galena. 
This, in  turn, is  covered by a thin layer of p y rite . Galena and pyrite  
function as a cement between the bravoite grains. This sequence is  
typ ica l a l l  around the galena c ry sta l. Even inside th is large c ry sta l, 
bravoite also occurs as a layer of idiomorphic pyritohedral cr^'-stal ag­
gregates. F ig . 65 shows part o f  th is occurrence, vrhere the bravoite  
seems to fo llow  certa in  growth planes in  galena. Towards the top i t  s its
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d irectly  on galena, sometimes coated by pyrite and possib ly  c a tt ie r -  
i t e .  This group o f minerals is  in  turn cemented and covered by another 
major "generation" of galena*
Pyrite crystals are common in  almost a l l  the chalcopyrite masses* 
They ocour in  groupings sim ilar to those called  " a t o l l  textures" by 
ED^ ;TARDS (1947). They also occur in lin ear groups as shown in P ig s . 45 
and 6 6*
Remarkable differences in  color between marcasite and pyrite in  
most of the samples permit instant d iffe ren tia tion  between the two min­
e ra ls . F ig . 67 shows pyrite crystals which contain voids in a somewhat 
zonal arrangement; zoned bravoite is  enclosed, and the whole group of 
pyrite crystals is  intergrown with a large marcasite area. Whenever 
pyrite contains bravoite , i t  has a more d istin c tly  dark yellow ish tinge, 
which makes a d istinction  from marcasite easy. This coincidence o f the 
darker color with the association with bravoite may suggest a s ligh t Ni 
content of th is pyrite or again some sort o f an e lec tro ly tic  e f fe c t . A 
major proportion o f a l l  pyrite  in  the area studied displays th is  some­
what darker co lo r. Whenever pyrite is  not of the darker type, a d i f ­
ferentiation  between marcasite and pyrite can nften only be made by cross­
ing the n ico ls .
This variety  of pyrite  which always shows a brownish tinge is  some­
times oalled  here nickeliferous pyrite ten tative ly , since chemical 
analyses have not yet been made, because o f the small areas and the 
scattered nature o f th is varie ty . However, an x -ray  analysis could be 
made, follow ing the technique published recently by SORSM (1960).
Differences in  the grain  size and shape o f the gangue minerals are 
also prominent features. This has been discussed in  deta il megascopic-
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a lly .  F ig . 68 shows an unique feature, vrhere the sulphide mass is  sur­
rounded by coarse grained dolomite crystals • Both are embedded in  a 
matrix o f fine grained dolomitic fa c ie s .
Marcasite also shows an unique crystal habit as mentioned before . 
Spear-head tw ins, and len s -lik e  bodies are the most common forms. F ig .
69 i llu s tra te s  one example o f th is occurrence where marcasite and pyrite  
crystals are embedded in  gangue and galena matrix. Sometimes these 
"marcasite fish es" are broken down, and the spaces in  between the frag ­
ments are f i l l e d  with other sulphides, especia lly  galena and bravoite .
F ig . 70 is  a photomicrograph of a wurtzite c ry s ta l. According to 
Pro f. P . Ramdohr (personal communication) this habit is  typ ical fo r  
vrurtzite. He also mentioned that th is occurrence is  considered as in ­
dicative of lov/ temperature of formation.
Another unique feature is  shown in  F ig . 71, v/here a cubic siegen­
ite  crystal encloses a chalcopyrite mass in  the center (type 2a lock ing). 
To the le f t  are two pyritohedrons of pyrite that contain inner zones 
of bravoite. The two crystals appear to have been present before tho 
siegenite was formed, since siegenite grows around them.
The mentioned feature could be considered a zonal intergrowth, 
which w i l l  be mentioned la te r . Important features in  some zoned pyrite - 
bravoite crystals is  the occasional change of habit within the single  
cry sta l. F ig . 72 illu s tra te s  eome crystals displaying this character. 
Another important observation is  that bravoite exhibits abundant zoned 
intergrowth with just about any sulphide mineral (apart from the oc­
currences as free partic les  and spheroidal g ra in s ). Approximate sta t­
is t ic a l  study shows that i t  is  locked to the fo llow ing minerals: 80^ 
locked to py rite , 15°o locked to galena, 5% locked to siegen ite, and
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about 15^  each fo r  chalcopyrite and marcasite.
e . Zoning in  crystals
The ores discussed in  th is thesis display two types o f zoning with 
regard to individual sulphide grains. The f i r s t  type consists of zoned 
intergrowth between d ifferen t ijdneral species, whereas tho second type 
is  represented by zoning produced due to so lid  solution relationships  
within one and the same mineral species.
Examples o f the f i r s t  type o f zoned intergrowth have been men­
tioned at various instances in  the previous sections. These included 
the following mineral intergrowths:
-Siegenite surrounding chalcopyrite (locking type 2a ), F ig s . 47,
61, and 71
-Siegenite surrounding galena (locking type 2a ), no figu res .
-Pyrite  surrounding galena (o r  o a t t ie r it e ),  surrounding bravoite  
(locking type 2 b ), F ig s . 52, 53, 64, 65, 73, 74, 75, 76, and 77. 
F ig s . 74, 75, and 76 display repeated sequences, w ith pyrite  
lacking in  F ig . 75.
-Chalcooite (-d ig en ite ) and cove llite  surrounding chalcopyrite 
(type 2a locking, rare effects o f supergene changes), no figu res. 
In th is l i s t ,  inclusions (e . g . ,  o f pyrite  and bravoite in  siegenite  
and/or chalcopyrite, e tc . )  arq not indicated, because they do not d is­
play the geometric regu larity  required fo r  true zoiaing.
There are ninnerous interesting features which could be described 
and analyzed in  connection with this f i r s t  type of zoning. One is  the 
fact that cav ities actually also occupy tho ro le  o f zones in  many cases^ 
particu la rly  in  the pyrite-bravoite  sequence. In  th is case, i t  is
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thought that parts o f the bravoite may have been dissolved again a fter  
formation. This might be due to the unstable FetNi ra t io , and per­
haps to s ligh t changes in the physiochemical conditions o f the environ­
ment. Spaces le f t  by the solution o f this material may then have been 
f i l l e d  v/ith the next forming mineral, which i s ,  in  this case, galena 
or o a tt ie r ite . Some o f the pyrite-bravoite  zoned crystals described  
above are iden tica l to those described and pictured by RAMDOHR (1960, 
p. 750-752), and others, from the deposits o f Moubach-Meohemioh in  
v/esteni Europe.
More deta ils  w i l l  be offered  and discussed in  the section on geo­
chemistry w ith regard to the nature o f these zoned crystals and the 
physiochemioal conditions governing their behavior and formation.
f . Feldspar a lteration
Feldspar constituents of the d iffe ren t rook types, espeo ia lly  in  
the igneous boulders, and the upper portions o f the basement granite, 
exliibit a considerable amount o f a lteration . F ig . 78 is  an example 
of a strongly altered  feldspar phenooryst in an arkosio matrix. F ig . 
79 illu s tra te s  another form of a lteration , where the feldspars have 
been partly  altered to kaolin .
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(XL20)
Pig. 41. Photoisiorogrtph of a largo quartz grain 
aitt^jig on "top of a chalcopyrite ryass atid layer, ron»- 
ing a Torid-oast pntt-^rn.
(nso)
Fig* 42* Ebotogaiarograpli of a quarts grain raati* 
lug in a xaareaaite-pyrlta layer. Freazura twins of 
laaroaalte oan be seen in arystala beside tha quarts
grainfi
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( n e )
Fig. 43* Sulpidda oouoretlona (black) in sandy-* 
shaly matrix (gray ). Tliiuner ahal» laraijiae abut 
igalnst the sulphide aggloxierations in thm center, 
and arch around tcwai de tlw bottom. (Salarge-




Fig* 44. BuhedraX g^donn orysiMU. 
(blaok) in a aandy dolomite luatrix 
(gray)* Pax’t  oi* an onXargonent from a 





Fix* 45* Photomiorogriph shoidLng eiihodral aryttala of 
pyrite (^ahite) and oaroaalte (gray) fomdng a dlsoontlnuoua 
band in a ohaloopyrite aatrlx*
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(X500, oil iTSDiersicxi}
P ig* 46* PhotoEiicrograph o f baotcrla -llke disseiEJf- 
ineations o f pyrite^ occaaioaally with hravorlto ogr«£$ or 
ionos* Those grains are tacstly single orysbals, and on- 
1^ , eneeoioKiaily ^hero ida l oggloiaerations *
(X500, o i l  ismersion)
F ig* 47* Photomicrograph of bac te ria -lik e  disseminatioas 
o f aozied p;y’i*ite-bniToite crystals eisbedded in  gaague and in  
ohaXeopyrite aaasea (siedium gray) • Siegenite is  the ligh test  
■iaermX and eneXeses oeotsimoalXT bright yeXXow ohaloopyrite
(IflWHr X«f% t e *  o m Amt » f  v «v «r  h a U ) .
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*-. V *' (»' -'<’ W- *> ‘
'.w •»
(X5)
Fig# 48# ItSyered laoinflLii of glauoonit© in  
a sand^r-thaly do Ionite. lAmor fault oan bo soon 
at t j i o  right. B n la r g e n c n ' ;  o f  a  1 t o  1 t h i n  g o c -  
tion p h o t o g r a p h .
(X1 2 0 ;
Fig. 49. PhotojTdorograph of a thin sootion# shoo^ 
ixig rounded quarts grains aobodded in pyrite matrix*
To tho le ft , is  a fie ld  of ohaloopyrite# Megaeooploal- 
ly , thie is part of a orosa-cutting feature*
(X500, o i l  ;uanier6ioa)
Fig* 50* PhotoiTiicrograph of brokcwi norcaoiUe oryatala 
(ligh t grav) oemeated by galena (dark. gray). ( Blaok areas 
are holes.)
( a o )
Fig® 51. Meehanioal breaking up or "thiiBotropib" feature, 
represented by galena (b laok ) and dolomite (gray) in  a stage 
transitional to braocia formation. Enlargement of a 1 to 1 




Fig. 52. Photordr-rorraph of pyrite (v/’ilte) — braveite 
(gray) crystals. The bfddlnr; of tlie oediiaent is visible in 
this photograi>h and n m s  from the upper left c o m e r  to the 
lenrer right rim, terminating 2 cm. above the corner of the 
photograph.
(X650, o i l  Imzaersion)
Fi;^. 5S. Photoniicrot^rL-ih o f aoned p y r ite  (-vdilte), galena  
or o a t t ie r ite  t  ( lig h t  gray ), tuid b ra v o ite  (dark gray center 
w ith  s lig h t  to n in g ). O il liiM r s io a  phot^ reph  o f a o ry tta l 
shown in  upper le C t hand side oT 52.
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vX ii;
F ig . 64. Photograph o f a  uhin oociiioa in  eamo rook do- 
sorlbod in  Fig* 39. ;:>olla black ana i\moel shaped bodies are 
sulphides, l ig h t  gray, o a lo itc , and dark vray, doloiaite*
(X150)
Fig* So. Photoricrograph o f  the th in  section  shoim lit  
F ig . ;54. Light gruy on/rtclc r.re dulordte. The black areae 
are ouiphider, iho-i-.-ing. an enlarged head o f tiie second fuxmel 
from th e . le f t ,  STg. 64.
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( X500 , oi 1 Innnr B i on )
1 i; . i ll. Photouvlcrurraph oi a polished section 
eiiovd.n ;^ ve ia ie tu  o f galena (b)u ish m ineral) in  chal­
copyrite matrix (golden yellov/) which oontadns p y r ite  
crysta ls  (l ir ;h t  yo llovr),
( n r o )
F i r .  57. Photonicrograih of a thin socticn o f  g ru rito  
£jho>«D.in F i^ . 6 . Solid  black is  a galena ve ia i the d iffe ren t  
shades o f gray arc the d iffe ren t  altered joineraX oomponante o f 
tho g ran ite .
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(X500, o i l  ijianeraion)
F ig . 58. Photomicrograph o f a broken, zoned bravoite  
c ry sta l, vdth galena ve in let f i l l i n g  in  tho space produced 
by the break. Tiie tv/o pieces of the bravoite crysta l can 
be f it te d  back together.
(X500, o i l  immersion)
' F ig . 59. Photomicrograph o f two zoned and .intergrown 
crysta ls  o f pyrite  ( l ig h t  gray) and bravoite (dark gray)| a 
d iffe ren t generation o f siegenite (mediiam gray) center and 
righ t hand side o f photograph, and pyrite  is  ir re g u la r ly  in- 
torgrovih v/ith the zoned pa ir o f c ry sta ls .
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(X60)
F ig . 60. Photoraiorograph of siogonito crystals (ligh t  
gray), coated and veined by galena. The veinlets in the 
siegenite crystal to the right could be either galena o f oat­
t ie rite  •
(X500, o i l  immersion)
F ig . 61. Photomicrograph of siegen ite  bounded on both 
sides by d ia lcopy rite . Black oolor is  produced on chalcopyrite  
to the le f t  due to the prominent tarn ish  which i s  not present 
in  chalcopyrite to the r ig h t .
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(X I20)
F ig . 62. Photomicrograph o f euhedral siegen ite c ry s ta ls .  
Up in  the picture i s  up in  the bedding.
(X500, o il izsBiersion)
Fig. 63. Photomicrograph of the basal part o f the 
siegenite group pictured in Fig* 62. White is  chalcopyrite, 
light gray (with scratches) is  galena, and dazk gray, bravoite.
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^
(X500, o i l  iimnersion)
F ig . 64* Photomicrograph showing tho fo llow ing soquonc® 
from hottom to top: galena, b ravo ite , galena, end pyrite#
This sequence grew on top of a largo  galena c ry sta l (bottrax 
la;V'er) •
(X550, o i l  immersion)
F ig * 65# Photordcrograph o f bravoite crysta ls  (g ra y ) 
grov/ing in  grovrfch planes o f a galena c ry sta l (white portions 
8ire p y r it e ) .
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(X500, o il irmiorsion)
F ig . 66* Photoinicrograph shov/ing tho strong 
form energy o f p y r ite , found in  a m atrix o f  massive 
chalcopyrite*
(X500, o i l  immersion)
F ig* 67* Photoinicrograph o f  zoned p y r ite  (yellovr 
w ith very s lig h t  brov/nish t in g e ),  oontaining b ravo ite  
orysta ls (brov/n), and locked to  marcasite (b lu ish  
t in g e )*
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(X120)
F ig * 6 8 * Photomicrograph o f a tliin  section , showing 
part o f sulx^iiide concretion, surrounded by coarse c ry s ta llin e  
doloinite c ry sta ls  ( l ig h t  g ra y ), in a matri:: o f f in e  grained  
dolomite (dark g ray )*
(X500, o i l  immersion)
F ig . 69. Photomicrograph o f a polished section  showing 
’^ fishes” and c ry sta l tv/ins of marcasite in  a b recc iated  fao ies
I l l
(X500, o i l  imniersion)
F ig * 70* Photomicrograph o f a vAirtzito c ry s ta l  
The elongated shape, and the hexagonal endings are 
ch a rac te r is t ic s  o f th© m ineral.
(X5CX), o i l  immorsion)
Pig*  71. Pliotoniorograph o f a siegenite crystal enclos­
ing ohaloopyrite (t>H>© 2a lo ok in g ). The t?ro pyritohedrojw' 




(X500, o i l  irm ercioa )
Fi'_* 72* Ihotordcrograph o f zoned pyri te  (y c l lo w l 
and b ravo ite  (ircv/nish v ic lo t )  ia  a gangue m atrix 
( j 1 o.cI:> •
(X550, o i l  imzoerBion)
rx^m 1Z» Photomicrograph o f ty p ic a l type 1 scmingi 
gray b ravo ite  is  surrounded by the l ig h t  gray galena,* ■vrhich. 
in  turn ie  covered by w liito pjnrite*
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(X500, o i l  imnersion)
F ig . 74. Photomicrograph of zoned bravoite with s ie g -  
enite in the contor and d ifferen t shades of bravoite towards 
tho outside.
(X500, o il  immersion)
F ig . 75. Photomicrograph shoiving typ ica l zoning* Start­
ing from tho center o f crystal to tlie le f t  we see tho follo*//- 
ing she lls : bravoite, galena, marcasitG, holes, d iffo ren t  
shades of brsvoite to nickeliferous pyrite , and zoned bravoito
v.-ith galena (o r  possibly o a t t ie r it e ).
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(X500, oil iinciersion)
Fig. 7G. Phctorlcrcgrapli of a zone of pyrite (wliite) 
surrounding bravoito (gray).
(X500, o i l  i^ e r s io n )
F ig . 77® Photonicrograph of pyrite crystals which con­
ta in  bravoitjft* galena an ^or o a ttie rite *
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7C. ?hotor.'.icrc Taoh c i a bl*ln .1011 c*io;/in;; ar
a lte red  Tcldsp-.r ;.:lienocrg’'ot in  a ^ r m itc  bou lder.
(XldC, +  i.xCols)
Fig* 79. rhotordoro-raph of e .idn ooction chov.-in^  
ly  altered  feldspar ;^rai”S in  a lt red ^ranitic rock.
oaru-
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I I I • D I S C U S S I O N  A N D  
I N T E R P R E T A T I O N
A. SOm GEOCHSIHCAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Introduction
In tho time available fo r th is thesis, no spectrochemical and 
x-ray analyses could be made. Only a fa ir ly  detailed mineralogical 
and geometrical or fabric  analysis of various features could be per­
formed. In other words, the space properties o f the deposit are ex­
plored to a fa ir  extent, whereas tho compositional properties could 
not be carried beyond the mineralogical study of the sulphides• For 
these lim itations, the geochemical part w i l l  be presented in  the form 
of a discussion of some general principles that apply to the mineral 
deposit discussed.
I t  has been mentioned b r ie f ly  in the review of tho previous work 
as w ell as in various instances in  tho text, that d ifferen t theories 
on the genesis o f this deposit are found in  the lite ra tu re . These 
theories are tabulated in  F ig . 82 and w i l l  be discussed in  detail in  
the nexb section entitled "Ore Genesis.” I t  must be mentioned at this  
time, however, that each theory is  necessarily basing the arguments 
on d ifferent assumptions and interpretations, and consequently also on 
different geochemical assumptions and data.
In order to ju s t ify  the content and the scope o f th is section on 
some geochemical data and facto rs , part o f  the conclusions have to be 
fo resta lled . As the reader has noticed, throughout th is thesis i t  is  
obvious that no indications can be foimd to ju s t ify  the assun^tion of 
a la te r introduction of the mineral matter from an outside source. I t
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is  fe lt  that the most probable theory is  the one which assumes a form­
ation in  and with the sediments. Therefore, instead o f discussing the 
geochemical data and ass\ni5>tions o f a l l  four theories shown in F ig . 82, 
only those of the syn-diagenetic theory are here b r ie f ly  outlined.
RANKAM and SAHAMA (196©, p. 13) state , "The nature o f the pro­
ducts formed in  both endogenic and exogenic reactions depends decis­
ively  on the concentration of the participating elements, i . e . ,  the ir  
abundance. Although the local concentrations o f the reacting com­
pounds in  nature is  governed by many factors, they depend ultimately  
on the abundance relationships o f the elements in  question." For 
these reasons, some geochemical data w i l l  be given f i r s t  before d is­
cussing the geochemical factors that may have played a role in the 
concentration and deposition of the constituent elements o f the deposit 
in  question.
Elements in Igneous Rooks
The composition of the earth’ s crust is  the same as that o f ig ­
neous rocks, since the bulk o f sedimentary and metamorphio rooks is  
insign ificant as compared to the amount of igneous rocks, which con­
stitute 95^ o f the to ta l volume o f the crust. A lso, the variation in  
the to ta l composition o f each rook type is  not pronounced, since the 
original rock masses are of igneous character.
Data and figures on the composition o f the igneous rocks given by 
differen t authors show some variation . Moreover, MASON (1958, p . 42) 
pointed out objections to averaging the d iffe ren t analyses. These are 
as fo llow s:
1. The uneven geographical d istribution  o f analyses.
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2o Their non-statistica l d istribution on the d iffe ren t rock types.
3. The lack o f allowance fo r the actual amoimts o f rocks repre­
sented by the analyses.
The sazoe author l is t s  in  Table 9, p. 44, the average amoimts o f the e l­
ements in  the crustal rooks and states on p. 46, "These figures are 
based on determinations in  igneous rocks but oan reasonably be con­
sidered as representing abundances in the crust as a whole." Tho 
follow ing figures are given in  the mentioned table as measured by 






Mg.......................   20,900
S........................................................................520
N i............     80
7.n . ..........................       .65
Cu....................................................................  .45
C o . . . . ..................................  . . . . .2 3
Pb.....................    16
3. Weathering Products
In regard to the weathering o f igneous rocks to sediments and 
dissolved material in  sea water, GOIDBESG and ARRHENIUS (1958) com­
pute that around 13^ o f the to ta l amount o f sediments has entered the
pelagic areas. For every 1 cm.^ o f the earth’ s surface, they find 
185 Kg/cm.2 o f igneous rocks eroded to form 23 Kg/cm.^ pelagic clay.
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8*5 Kg/cm.^ of globerina ooze and limestone, and f in a lly  145 Kg/cm.^ 
of shales and sandstone. More recently, GOLDBERG (1961) mentions that 
such resu lts are unsatisfactory since the figures are obtained by geo­
chemical balance computations and they are not in  agreement vdth f ie ld  
measurements on the re lative  percentages of sedimentary rock types.
I t  is  assumed generally that the ultimate sources of sediments 
are the weathering products from the continents, although a number o f  
authors have pointed out that submarine pyroclastics and exhalative 
substances, as w ell as dust accumulations from the atmosphere and from 
outer space may contribute s ign ifican tly  to deep sea deposits. I t  i s  
very d if f ic u lt  to weigh such effects at the present time.
4. Metals in  Sea Water
The hydrosphere comprises the discontinuous sh e ll of water on the 
surface of the earth. About f i f t y  elements have been iden tified  in  
sea water, however others may be present, but not detected by the meth­
ods used. Besides these f i f t y  elements, there exists a considerable 
amount of dissolved gases and suspensions of d iffe ren t elements and 
compoimds in the ocean. Data and estimates on the respective amounts 
of the f i f t y  elements vary, but there is  a satisfactory  agreement on 
the order of the amounts of metals contained in sea water. For metals 
that are present in  trace amounts, the quantities contained in the 
oceans are estimated to fa r  exceed those in  the ore deposits found in  
sediments. MASON (1958, p. 187) provides a table of the elements pre­
sent in  solution in  sea water. The follow ing data are contained in  
















BARTH (1952) calculated a factor called  residence time of e l­
ements expressed in  years on the basis of the amount of an element 
delivered to the oceans per year by the rivers as fo llow s:
amount of element in  the sea in  grams 
^ supply in  grams per year
GOLDBERG and APJIHENIUS (1958) computed the residence times on 
the amounts o f elements precipitating to the ocean floo r as fo llows:
t  *
amount of element in  the sea in  grams 
amount sedimented per year
It  is  assumed that there is complete and rapid intermixing of 
elements introduced into the ocean and that the composition of sea 
waters remains constant, where the amount o f an element introduced is  
compensated by an equal amoimt deposited as sediment.
From the above, i t  seems that a continuous potential fo r  ore de­
position must have been prevailing throughout geologic time, i . e . ,  
the precipitation of sediments that contain mineral deposits as con­
tro lled  by paleogeoghaphio history#
5. Concentration o f Metals fo r ore formation
The restriction  of occurrences o f certain minerals deposits may 
be due to loca liz ing  factors which enhance or inh ib it an ubiquitous
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and continuous formation in basins o f sedimentation, rather than due 
to depletion o f supply o f the element in  the ocean.
Present investigations on the synthesis and analysis o f authi- 
genio minerals is  y ield ing sign ificant information on oceanic condit­
ions in  the past that accoiiipanied their formation. Ores are deposits 
in  which the concentration o f certain elements are high enough to 
make extraction p ro fitab le . MASON (1958,p. 47) mentions, "Persman 
introduced the term olarke, defining i t  as the average percentage o f 
an element in the earth’ s c ru st... Vernadsky introduced a further 
term, the olarke of concentration, v/hich is a factor showing the con­
centration of an element within a particular deposit or even a parti­
cular m ineral." In Table I I ,  p. 48, the same author provides the 
concentration clarkes for ore bodies o f the commoner metals. Among 
the metals that are foimd as sulphides in  the deposit at Fredericktown, 
the figures given are as follows:
Minimi;^
per cent pro fitab ly
Concentration 
C la r k e  necessary
Metal Clarke extracted for an ore body
Fe 5.00 30 6
Cu 0.007 1 140
Ni 0.008 1.5 175
Zn 0.013 4 300
Pb 0.0016 4 2,500
6. Physico-chemical Considerations
B21AITSK0PF (1956) worked extensively on the factors controlling the
concentrations o f minor and trace elements :in the ocean. He pointed
out four processes fo r the removal of these elements, which are:
12Z
1. Precipitation o f insoluble compounds with ions normally pre­
sent in sea water.
2. Precipitation by sulphide ion in  local regions o f low oxidat­
ion potential.
3. Adsorption by materials such as ferrous sulphide, hydrated 
fe r r ic  oxide, hydrated manganese dioxide, and clay.
4. Removal by the metabolic action o f organisms.
BAAS BECKING (1957) and others worked on the action o f micro­
organisms in d irectly  precipitating sulphide minerals from dilute so l­
utions o f lead, copper, s ilv e r , cobalt, and nickel at low temperatures 
(30<^C). Processes o f th is kind are taking place in  present clay seas 
and oceans; eaeamples are the pyrite deposition from the black sea water, 
and the Cu, Co, and Ni sulphides in  nodules o f iron and manganese 
formed at the ocean flo o r . This type o f deposition is  most probably 
due to metabolic a c tiv ity  o f micro-organisms in  favorable physico­
chemical conditions.
Data applied d irectly  to the influence o f the pH and Eh values on 
the precipitation o f sulphide deposits are not thoroughly dealt with. 
GARRELS (1960, p. 216) states, "There is ,  ,of course, a voluminous 
literatu re on the environment o f marine sediments, but so far l i t t l e  
use has been made o f Bh-pH diagrams in interpreting the interrelations 
o f the chemical precip ita tes." However, from tho Eh-pH framework dia­
gram by KRUMBEIN and GARRELS (1952, p. 26), the primary heavy metal 
sulphides precipitate between pH’ s o f 7.0 and 8.0, and at Eh about -0.3.
7. The Solid Solution Compounds
The relation between the minerals known in the copper mineral de-
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posits are shown in the phase diagram given by SCHUEUUER (1954),
Figure 80, as components of the systems Cu-Fe-Ni-S# The mentioned 
author together with H# Schlegel worked also on the Cu-Fe-S system.
The two authors found that tho same characteristics are observed on 
minerals made from synthetic melts, as those of natural orig in  regard­
ing the optica l properties.
The amounts o f sulphides in tho diagram are given in molecular 
per cent* A ll the natural and synthetic sulphides incorporated in  
the systems are comprised between the lin e  30-45 molecular per cent. 
Undotted areas are those where only poor metal a lloys can form and no 
sulphides ex ist* The zig-zag line apparently connects so lid  solution 
type compounds•
The composition and behavior o f the so lid  solution series o f min­
erals that occur in the deposits at Frederioktown has been discussed 
in  tho section on the mineralogy o f the sulphides. More investigations 
on the spec ific  problems related to these compounds would be needed 
before conclusions oan be made regarding the behavior o f the constitu­
ents.
A noteworthy feature in  one o f these series is  the oolor zoning 
in  bravoite grains mentioned before at various instances# Fig# 81 shows 
some o f the d iffe ren t oolor variation  diagrams as observed under re ­
fle c ted  light# There exists very much variation  in  tho shape o f the 
d iffe ren t curves produced on the basis o f a fa ir  number o f observations. 
This fa c t does not yet permit a d e fin ite  conclusion on tho nature o f 
these variations* Maaay more observations and graphs o f this sort are 
needed. I t  is  believed in  the f i r s t  part that these differences are 




Tig® 60® Th» Bdaerals of tho copper and niekol dopoolte in tiie phase diagram Cu-Fe-Si-S 
(aftar SCBOSIXEK, 1954, p® 10).
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Flg» 81. Color yariatlon diagrams of soma sonod bravoito as 
obssrvod under ref looted light* Absoissas represent tho oolor and 
ordlnatos represent the distance as measured In adorons*
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i . e * ,  Fe, Ni, and perhaps Co varies in the zoned crysta ls, and per­
haps even from one grain to the other*
The following is  a tentative l is t  o f parameters (fa ctors ) that 
may play a role in the described features from a geochemical point o f 
views
1* Coinposition o f the grain i t s e l f ,  especially the ava ilab ility  
o f sulphur, besides other elements.
2. Composition of the impurities enclosed, either in the crystal 
or in the form o f admixtures.
3. Composition of the enclosing rock.
4. Temperature of formation.
5. Pressure o f formation.
6o Partia l pressure of sulphur during formation.
7. Partia l pressure o f other elements*
8. Slight changes in  the Eh-pH values.
This zoning o f bravoite is o f great value for the imderstanding 
of possible similar variations in the ava ilab ility  o f the chemical 
elements during the formation of other mineral constituents o f the de­
posit in question. Since the va r iab ility  is  revealed by the formation 
of zoned bravoite (with vaesite and o a tt ie r ite ),  i t  is  hoped that more 
studies and investigations on this specific  problem may reveal many 
more facts on the history of formation of these sulphides.
I t  should be mentioned that laboratory research is  going on 
on bravoite at the present time in the Geophysical Laboratory in  Wash­
ington, D. C. by Dr. Kullend and co-workers. Preliminaiy results 
have been reported by CLAPJC and KULLERUD (i960 ).
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"In  dealing with geological phenomena, the geo logist is ,  in  most 
cases, in  the unfortunate position of tho detective who arrives too 
la te at the scene; he gets there a fte r  things have happened and much 
evidence may have been removed" (AMSTUTZ, 1959c, p. 96 ). This sta te­
ment touches upon an important source fo r  tho w ell known differences 
in  opinion with regard to the interpretation o f a great number o f geo l­
ogical phenomena.
One o f these controversial fie ld s  in  geology is  the important 
f ie ld  o f ore and rock genesis, i . e . ,  the mode o f formation o f certain  
rocks and mineral deposits. The Ifi-ssissippi Va lley Typo deposits con­
stitu te  a typ ica l example for this controversy. Most geologists be­
lie ve  that because o f the remarkable s im ila r it ies  between the many 
deposits o f th is l ^ e ,  i t  seems necessary fo r  a l l  o f them to have had 
a sim ilar o r ig in , whatever might be (see OHLE, 1959). Others be lieve  
that th is is  not the case (see SCHNELUvIANN, 1960).
B. ORE GENESIS
1. Theories o f possible Origins
The presentation o f things o f s c ie n t if ic  in terest is  done la rge ly  
on the basis o f comparisons and evaluations. To avoid what might be 
called "instantaneous apprehension," the discussion on the genesis o f 
the mineral deposit in  thd Frederioktown area, w i l l  be preoeedod by a 
b r ie f survey o f the possible theories o f orig in  o f the M ississippi 
Valley Type-deposits in  general.
Dr. Amstutz, in  publications lis te d  imder his name, has evaluated 
some observations and data on several deposits o f tha Missii^sippi Valley 
Type, espeo ia lly  regarding the genesis o f these deposits.
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The genetic terms in this section are used in the sense as ident­
i f ie d  by tho mentioned author in  his papers.
F ig . 82 illu s tra tes  four major theories on the orig in  o f the Miss­
iss ipp i Valley Type deposits. The follovdhg is  a b r ie f  l is t in g  o f the 
prerequisites or assumptions involved in  each theory.
Ia .  Syngenetic supergeno
a. Natural geological phenomena:
io  The presence o f an orig in a l source rock,
i i .  Erosion and solution o f th is source rock,
i i i .  Transportation o f the eroded and dissolved matter,
i v .  A rriva l o f the transported matter to oceans.
V. Sedimentation (chemical and mechanioaX).
b. Assumptions and objections:
i .  The concentration o f the mineral matter in  the ocean 
and sea water.
i i .  Favorable conditions fo r  p recip ita tion  in  and with 
with the main sediments.
Ife. Syngenetic hypogene
a. Natural geological phenomena:
i .  Tho preeenoe o f a geosynclinal sedimentary environment,
i i .  Presences o f a source magma at depth,
i i i .  Existence o f volcanic exhalations.
b. Assumptions and objections:
i .  Source o f ore matter at depth,
i i .  Concentration o f ore matter at depth•
i i i .  Conditions favorable o f deposition o f the ore matter 
in  the geo synclinal sediments when brought up as
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THE FOUR THBQRIBS m  THE QEMESIS (S' THE MISSISSIPPI YALI^ XIH) DEPOSITS
I . StMISSBTIC II. K^ IGBRBTIC
la . aapargagai ora aiziaralB deposited c$onten^r- 
•SewSlj^in sad with the sediments; the ore 
»B.ttar, Fb, Zn, Fe, Cu, Hi, Cc, S, etc., is
of arosl(maX «od thus of supergene origin.
ore minerals deposited by super- 
gene solution and replacement, i .e ., by 
epigenetic lateral solution, loigratioa and 
secret!(m oaused by groundwater laovements; 
the source of tlie ore matter is the same or 
some adjacent sedimentary bed.
+ +
Ib. lypogenet ore mizidrals deposited contea^r- 
toeously in aad with the sedlmentsi the ore 
matter i «  of (KdialatiTe-roIcanlc and thus of 
hypogeaae-hydrothermaX origin.
Ilb* hypogenet ore minerals deposited by sola- 
tlons and replaowaents in the course of 
upwards percolations of teleaagmatio hydro- 
thermal or regenerative hydrothemal fluids 
or emanations, either along faults or frac­
tures, or through poresspaoes, along grain 
boundaries, both from unknown souroe at 
depth*
Fig* $2. Poeeible theories of origin of the Mlaeiesippi Talley Type Deposits after AMSTIIZZ (195$
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exhalations•
lla .  Epigenetic supergene
a. Natural geological phenomena:
i .  The existence o f original bed rock as a common 
sediment with a certain amount o f trace elements,
i i .  Ground water movement.
b. Assumptions and objections:
i .  The normal sediments as source bods for ore matter,
i i .  Property o f the ground water to dissolve the sul­
phides and to transport them in solution,
i i i .  Permeability o f the host rock,
iv .  Accumulation and concentration of ore matter.
V .  Space available for precip itation ,
v i .  Favorable conditions for precip itation .
l lb . Epigenetic hypogene
a. Natural geological phenomena:
i .  The existence o f a source magma or a highly meta­
morphio zone at depth.
i i .  The existence o f a (invaded) country rock,
i i i .  Percolation of hydrothermal solutions.
b. Assumptions and objectives:
i .  Source o f ore matter at depth,
i i .  Concentration o f ore matter at depth,
i i i .  Force and channel ways up.
iv .  Solution o f the country rook.
V .  Transportation o f dissolved country rock, 
v i .  Force and channel ways upwards or sidewise for the
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removal o f dissolved rook.
v i i .  Conditions favorable fo r the precip itation  of ore
matter•
2. Present proposition
The various views o f the d ifferen t authors in  regard to the gene­
sis o f the J^ssissippi Valley Type deposits, including tho deposits 
at Frederioktown, have been mentioned at various instances in  this 
thesis. The follow ing discussion w ill  be a b r ie f attempt only to  find 
a reasonable explanation o f the mode of formation o f the deposit in 
question. Emphasis w il l  only be restricted  to  the significance o f 
some observations discussed in the previous chapters.
Regionally, the deposit is  controlled only stratigraphioally, 
since the association with the sediments is strik ing and the ores could 
be regarded actually as a stratigraphic unit, apart from the dissemi­
nated mineral matter. As mentioned before, there is no relation  between 
the deposit and the fau lting, since faults are foimd in  various places 
with no central on the deposit whatsoever. The only "control”  which 
could be included under the term "structural” is  that o f the relation  
o f the Cambrian topography to the Cambrian sediments, which is act­
ually a topographic or palcogeographio control, and is  thus again 
closely related or iden tica l with the stratigraphic control.
From the study o f the exposed faces and walls in  the mine, i t  was 
found that the mineral deposit is "congruent”  with the enclosing rocks. 
The sulphide minerals occur in  a layered pattern. The bedded chara­
cter fo r the mineral deposit extends fo r  several kms., practica lly  
without interruption.
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Small scale features, as discussed in de ta il in the section on 
megascopic features shows also considerable "congruency" with tho en­
closing rock. The described relations between the sulphide minerals 
and the enclosing rock matter agrees v/ith the observations made on the 
larger scale features.
Two top bottom features have been pointed out. These features 
are found to be consistent throughout the rook formations carrying cer­
ta in  forms o f sulphide minerals. The f i r s t  feature is  the arching o f 
the laminae o f the sediments (espec ia lly  shaly and glauconitic thin 
laminae) around sulphide concretions o f d ifferen t character. Towards 
the top the laminae bend around gently, however, at the bottom they 
exiiib it a considerable amount o f compaction. The other defin ite top- 
bottom feature is  produced by the chalcopyrite dendrites or "leaves ," 
where the base is  almost regular and p a ra lle l to the bedding, while 
the top is irregu lar with a number o f ups and downs representing the 
irregu la r ity .
The mentioned features are quite sim ilar in  a considerable number 
o f samples, and they can be recommended as top-bottom features in the 
future work on the deposit.
M icroscopically, no defin ite evidence o f "replacement" o f host 
rook has been foimd, and most o f  the features are "congruent" apart 
from de fin ite  "disruption" features. For th is la tte r  group, the 
mechanical breaking is  again no proof o f post-depositional ore do- 
positioni,lbecauso this breakage may have taken place during deposi­
tion . A microscopic top-bottom feature has been discussed in  detail 
and is  shown in  F igs. 41 and 42.
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On the basis o f the geometric and mineralogical observations, and 
the relations between these two classes o f observations, i t  is  con.-* 
eluded that the most probable mode o f formation o f the iron-copper-lead- 
nickel-oobalt sulphide facies in  the transition  between the Lamotte 
sandstone and the Bonneterre formation in  the Frederioktown. area, south­
east W.sso\ir±, is  that o f a contemporaneous sedimentation* These sul­
phides appear to have been deposited contemporaneously in  and with the 
sediments* The mineral matter was contained in  fadr concentrations in  
the Upper Cambrian sea water during the deposition o f the sedimentary 
layers• Favorable conditions fo r  the precip ita tion , perhaps la rge ly  
v/ith the aid o f biogeochemioal factors, produced the valuable mineral 
deposit* Whether the souroe o f the mineral matter waa erosional or 
exhalative is  not yet known, i t  could be either or both* Irregu lar­
it ie s  in  the "congruence" o f tho geometric features in the d iffe ren t 
scales amount to about 5% o f the to ta l number o f geometric features, 
while the depositional sedimentary features constitute the res t. ,Out 
o f these irregu lar features, more than h a lf is  considered to be dia- 
genetic. Such features are described before as irregu ls irities in  sed­
imentation, disruption features, thixotropic features, e tc . A few 
cross-cutting features which show "non-oongruenoe" with the enclosing 
rock, are also attributed to  diagenesis. Of the other ha lf o f the cross* 
cutting features in  tho Lead Belt deposits, none was observed fo r sure 
in  the restric ted  area o f  this thesis. However, on f ie ld  trip s to  
other mines, some such features were observed.
3. Conclusion
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At various instances in the text o f this thesis, reference was 
made to  problems v/hich remain to be solved and to data which have to 
be obtained by further investlgiittoiiLS and detailed studies in  order to 
allow a better understanding o f the nature o f the deposit and a more 
"integrated" approach to its  genesis.
The folio-wing l i s t  is  an attempt to b r ie fly  outline a program for 
possible future work:
a. Detailed f ie ld  mapping o f certain parts of the deposit or sim­
i la r  other deposits o f the same nature to allow a better gen­
eral picture of such sediments.
b. Extension o f the large soale observations by applying the peel 
method and other too ls .
o. A more complete and profound study o f the smaller scale mega­
scopic features including a comparison with features from other 
similar deposits. Sta'bistical studies, which may also serve 
as a too l fo r  a mathematical approach to the paragenetio phase 
analysis (according to Korshinsky and Eutina) .
d. Spectrographic and x-ray analyses fo r  deta ils on the con^osi- 
tion  of the individual minerals, to permit a bettor understand­
ing of the phase relationships o f both megascopic and micro­
scopic scales. The tentative l i s t  of the d iffe ren t phase re­
lations to be studied is  lis ted  below: 
i .  The linnaeite group minerals, 
i i .  The pyrite-bravoite (-with vaesite and c a t t ie r ite ) group, 




i i i .  The sphalerite-marmatit© relationships,
iv .  The behavior o f galena, it s  habit, and possible admix­
tures.
e. Compositional (geochemical) studies on tho enclosing rock 
and the environment o f deposition:
i .  Analyses of the d ifferen t rock types and their major 
constituents•
i i .  Analyses of trace elements not enclosed in  the sulphides,
i i i .  Isotropic analyses,
iv .  Biogeochemical aspects and investigations.
I  sincerely hope that I  v/ill be able and permitted to carry out 
this work to a satisfactory end as a Ph.D. program.
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A b r ie f  review o f the previous work and theories on the deposits 
o f the M ississippi Valley Type, including the mineral deposit in  the 
Frederioktown area, southeast Jiissouri is  o ffe red .
Detailed methods o f sedimentary petrology based upon both fie ld  
observations and laboratory investigations have been applied to  large 
soale as w ell as small scale features o f the deposit. The sulphide 
facies are found in  the sandy-shaly trans ition  zone between the Lamotte 
sandstone and tho Bonneterre dolomite.
The ob jective o f th® study is  to test; the genetic value o f tho 
depositional, tho diagenetio as well as cross-cutting textu res. Thh 
geometric nature o f the depositional textures may be summarized best 
as layers, layered disseminations, concretions, dendritic aggregates 
and agglomerates, and concentric nodules.
The paragenetio sequence in the nodules is ,  as a ru le : marcasite, 
chalcopyrite-siogen ite, galena-sphalerite. The gaAena, which often 
forms the shells o f the nodules or iso la ted  disseminations, occurs 
more often  as cubes and cubo-octahedrons than as massive gralnsl
The array o f these sulphide grains or nodules and the shales, 
shaly*!*glauconitic sandstones surrounding them suggests fre e  growth 
in  the grav ity  f i e ld  before and during the deposition o f tho succeed­
ing sediments .
Top-bottom or geopetal features o f  both the sulphides and the 
grains o f common rock forming minerals are abundant. Three d e fin ite  
top-bottom features ar© desdribed, and i t  is  suggested that they may 
be used as c r it e r ia  in  exploration*
A b r ie f  discussion on some geochemical factors that may have
IV . S U M M A R Y
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played a ro le in  the deposition o f the sediments as w ell as tho sul­
phide minerals is  o ffered . Some phase relationships between the in­
dividual sulphide species are discussed.
The general conclusion reached is  that the time o f deposition 
is  most l ik e ly  the same as that o f the enclosing sediments. Criterim 
suggesting replacement o f the host rock were sought, but not found. 
Local replacing adjustments may have taken place between intergrown 
sulphides. Diagenetio processes may have acted as co llectors and/or 
loca l re c ry s ta lliz e rs •
The source o f the ore matter Pb, Fe, Cu, Co, N i, Zn, S, e tc . is  
not yet knovm. These metals may originate from erosion, or from vo l­
canic exhalations, or both.
At various instances in  the course o f the discussions, as w ell 
as at th© very end o f th is thewis, many open questions and problems 
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